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Abstract

Automatic surveillance video analysis is popular among computer vision re-

searchers due to its wide range of applications that require automated systems.

Automated systems are to replace manual analysis of videos which is tire-

some, expensive, and time-consuming. Image and video processing techniques

are often used in the design of automatic detection and monitoring systems.

Compared with normal indoor videos, outdoor surveillance videos are often

difficult to process due to the uncontrolled environment, camera angle, and

varying lighting and weather conditions.

This research aims to contribute to the computer vision field by proposing

an object detection and tracking algorithm that can handle multi-object and

multi-class scenarios. The problem is solved by developing an application to

count disabled pedestrians in surveillance videos by automatically detecting

and tracking mobility aids and pedestrians. The application demonstrates

that the proposed ideas achieve the desired outcomes. There are extensive

studies on pedestrian detection and gait analysis in the computer vision field,

but limited work is carried out on identifying disabled pedestrians or mobility

aids. Detection of mobility aids in videos is challenging since the disabled

person often occludes mobility aids and visibility of mobility aid depends on the

direction of the walk with respect to the camera. For example, a walking stick

is visible most times in front-on view while it is occluded when it happens to

be on the walker’s rear side. Furthermore, people use various mobility aids and

their make and type changes with time as technology advances. The system

should detect the majority of mobility aids to report reliable counting data.

The literature review revealed that no system exists for detecting disabled

pedestrians or mobility aids in surveillance videos. A lack of annotated image

data containing mobility aids is also an obstacle to developing a machine-

learning-based solution to detect mobility aids.

In the first part of this thesis, we explored moving pedestrians’ video data

to extract the gait signals using manual and automated procedures. Man-

ual extraction involved marking the pedestrians’ head and leg locations and

analysing those signals in the time domain. Analysis of stride length and ve-

locity features indicate an abnormality if a walker is physically disabled. The
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automated system is built by combining the YOLO object detector, GMM

based foreground modelling and star skeletonisation in a pipeline to extract

the gait signal. The automated system failed to recognise a disabled person

from its gait due to poor localisation by YOLO, incorrect segmentation and sil-

houette extraction due to moving backgrounds and shadows. The automated

gait analysis approach failed due to various factors including environmental

constraints, viewing angle, occlusions, shadows, imperfections in foreground

modelling, object segmentation and silhouette extraction.

In the later part of this thesis, we developed a CNN based approach to

detect mobility aids and pedestrians. The task of identifying and counting

disabled pedestrians in surveillance videos is divided into three sub-tasks: mo-

bility aid and person detection, tracking and data association of detected ob-

jects, and counting healthy and disabled pedestrians. A modern object detec-

tor called YOLO, an improved data association algorithm (SORT), and a new

pairing approach are applied to complete the three sub-tasks. Improvement

of the SORT algorithm and introducing a pairing approach are notable con-

tributions to the computer vision field. The SORT algorithm is strictly one

class and without object counting feature. SORT is enhanced to be multi-class

and able to track accelerating or temporarily occluded objects. The pairing

strategy associates a mobility aid with the nearest pedestrian and monitors

them over time to see if the pair is reliable. A reliable pair represents a dis-

abled pedestrian and counting reliable pairs calculates the number of disabled

people in the video. The thesis also introduces an image database that was

gathered as part of this study. The dataset comprises 5819 images belonging

to eight different object classes, including five mobility aids, pedestrians, cars,

and bicycles. The dataset was needed to train a CNN that can detect mobility

aids in videos.

The proposed mobility aid counting system is evaluated on a range of

surveillance videos collected from outdoors with real-world scenarios. The

results prove that the proposed solution offers a satisfactory performance in

picking mobility aids from outdoor surveillance videos. The counting accuracy

of 94% on test videos meets the design goals set by the advocacy group that

need this application. Most test videos had objects from multiple classes in

them. The system detected five mobility aids (wheelchair, crutch, walking

stick, walking frame and mobility scooter), pedestrians and two distractors

(car and bicycle). The training system on distractors’ classes was to ensure the

system can distinguish objects that are similar to mobility aids from mobility

aids. In some cases, the convolutional neural network reports a mobility aid

with an incorrect type. For example, the shape of crutch and stick are very

much alike, and therefore, the system confuses one with the other. However,
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it does not affect the final counts as the aim was to get the overall counts of

mobility aids (of any type) and determining the exact type of mobility aid is

optional.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past few decades, video surveillance has increased in public areas,

such as railway stations, airports, workplaces, universities, shopping centres

and supermarkets. Video surveillance technology is popular due to its low

cost, ease of installation, freedom from interference, and its ability to capture

detailed information in images/videos. Surveillance cameras capture a tremen-

dous amount of video data, and manual analysis of the surveillance videos is

very time-consuming, painstaking, expensive and prone to errors. Alterna-

tively, automated monitoring can go around the clock and reduce the video

analysis time at a reasonable price (Paul et al. 2013, Candamo et al. 2010, Chen

& Huang 2013). Advancements in optical sensors and rapidly falling costs of

high-resolution cameras also make them a preferred choice for an automated

detection system design. Recent progress in computer vision and machine

learning areas has resulted in many systems for analysing surveillance videos.

These systems include abnormal event detection (Candamo et al. 2010), crowd

estimation (Zhan et al. 2008), traffic monitoring (Robert 2009) and pedestrian

detection (Paul et al. 2013)

This thesis is motivated by an advocacy group who wants to count peo-

ple using mobility aids to advocate on behalf of disabled people. However,

the government (local and central) is reluctant to act unless they can present

reliable data. The data that has certain robustness to it but getting pedes-

trian (healthy and disabled) counts is time-consuming, expensive and prone

to inaccuracies due to manual counting. Therefore, they want a cost-effective

system, capable of working with surveillance cameras around the place and

able to process videos in real-time or offline afterwards and spit out counts

data. The solution has to be consistent, i.e., the system should always give

the same count from running the same video. The end user does not need

the detection of individual people but require the counts of people who have

walked through the scene and the counts of disabled people with the counting

accuracy of 80% and above compared with human counts.
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To automate the counting process, the advocacy group needs a system

that can detect people and mobility aids in the video, track them and perform

data association because the system should not count them multiple times

during their stay on the scene. However, people re-entering the scene can be

counted twice as the application is intended to report the number of disabled

pedestrians using public pathways. The system should be smart enough to

track pedestrians to the point that the system does not miss/recount people

who just come obscured after a certain period. Furthermore, the system should

be capable of associating person and mobility aids together so the person using

the mobility aid (i.e., disabled person) can be identified.

Automated recognition of disabled pedestrians in surveillance videos is a

mostly unexplored application and presents new complexities as it involves

pedestrian detection, gait analysis and mobility aid detection. Pedestrian de-

tection and gait analysis are well-studied endeavours (Paul et al. 2013, Afsar

et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2013) in computer vision, but the detection of disabled

pedestrians or people using mobility aids (Myles et al. 2002, Huang et al. 2009)

is less investigated. A few existing studies only focus on one type of mobil-

ity aid appearing in controlled indoor environments with fixed backgrounds.

Disabled pedestrian detection in surveillance videos is a challenging task since

outdoor scenarios with background clutter, illumination conditions, camera

viewing angle and camera-resolution affect the quality of information sensed.

Scenes obtained from a surveillance video are usually low resolution which

adds to the complexity of the problem.

This study focuses on extracting a walking person’s gait signal to inves-

tigate whether gait signal can be useful to distinguish between healthy and

disabled persons. The motivation was that the human body’s dynamic parts

follow an oscillatory motion during the walk or run, and our brain can distin-

guish between a healthy and disabled person based on walker’s gait. Classical

gait extraction (skeletonisation) approach is experimented as it is computa-

tionally cheap and summarises a walker’s gait without a prior human model.

We employ an object detector and skeletonisation technique to extract the

walker’s head and legs’ locations over time and look for an unusual pattern in

disabled pedestrians’ gait signal.

Manual extraction of gait signals revealed that a walker’s gait contains the

information indicating unusual movement patterns. However, an automated

scheme based on motion detection (Stauffer & Grimson 1999) and skeletonisa-

tion (Fujiyoshi & Lipton 1998), failed to reproduce the same information due

to problem of shadow and segmentation leading to inaccuracies in extracting

the silhouette of the moving person. Later on, a different method is proposed

after exploring a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) called You Only Look
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Once (YOLO) to detect mobility aids and pedestrians in videos. The system

design is based on the assumption that a pair of person and mobility aid indi-

cates the presence of a disabled person at the scene. There are various types

of mobility aids (wheelchair, mobility scooter, walking frame, crutch, walking

stick and artificial limb), and their shape/size keeps evolving with advances in

technology. Identifying mobility aids requires an intelligent system to identify

a variety of mobility aids in uncontrolled outdoor environments. It is also

challenging to associate the detected mobility aid with a pedestrian to find a

disabled pedestrian. Moreover, pedestrian’s body often occludes the mobility

aid due to its proximity.

A lack of annotated mobility aids image dataset makes it difficult to train

a convolutional neural network for detecting mobility aids in images makes it

difficult to train a system for the task. Therefore, we collected the images of

mobility aids and manually labelled them to build a custom dataset for this

study. A CNN is trained on this custom database to detect mobility aids and

pedestrians in real-world images/videos. Mobility aids are not seen in isolation

and are associated with the nearest pedestrian. This brings an advantage of

re-identifying people or mobility aids that became obscured for a while or lost

in tracking, during their passage. We evaluate the proposed technique on a

range of surveillance videos and demonstrate the successful operation by the

system.

In this research, we have integrated YOLO detections with an enhanced

version of the Simple Online and Realtime Tracking (SORT) (Bewley et al.

2016), and pairing and counting modules to develop a full detection, tracking

and counting system. Tracking various objects in crowded or busy intersections

can be complicated and challenging to retain individual objects’ identities given

the cluttered and frequent occlusions. Multi-object tracking refers to tracking

dynamically varying multiple objects belonging to the same class (pedestrians,

cars, bicycle etc.). In contrast, multi-class tracking involves tracking objects

of different appearance, shape and size in a video sequence. Due to intricate

design and high computation requirements, the majority of tracking algorithms

are developed to work with multiple objects of the same class (Zhao et al. 2008,

Kim et al. 2015, Bewley et al. 2016, Wojke et al. 2017), but there are some

studies (Khan et al. 2005, 2006, Lee et al. 2016) that have focused on multi-

object tracking with unlimited classes of objects.

The main contributions of this research to the literature are:

1. Demonstration that the gait signal, which captures a walker’s movement

patterns, can categorise pedestrians into healthy and disabled categories

(Section 4.2).
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2. A new image dataset is created by gathering and labelling mobility aid

images from publicly available image collections. This dataset is needed

in this research to investigate a CNN-based solution for detecting mobil-

ity aids in videos. Furthermore, we demonstrate that CNNs trained on

our custom dataset can detect five different mobility aids in surveillance

videos.

3. SORT (Bewley et al. 2016) is a multi-object tracker but not a multi-class

tracker. The mobility aid application requires both multi-object tracking

and multi-class tracking. In this thesis, the SORT algorithm is enhanced

to be multi-class and suitable for counting disabled pedestrians. SORT

loses the accelerating objects during detection to track assignment. We

solved the problem by replacing Intersection over Union (IOU) in the

cost matrix with a distance metric during detection to track assignment

part. The proposed algorithm is able to track accelerating or occluded

objects under their existing ids, and the counts are not affected.

4. A novel pairing strategy is proposed to form pairs of mobility aid and

pedestrians based on the distance between them. A pair corresponds to

a mobility aid user, and results show that the pairing approach avoids

over counting due to an object’s reappearance after the occlusion. The

proposed counting approach is successfully working to count mobility aid

users in surveillance videos (Section 6.3).

On the application side, this work’s main contribution is designing an end-

to-end solution to identify and count people using mobility aids from surveil-

lance videos. The proposed system reads a test video and returns the number

of healthy and disabled pedestrians, their breakdown by mobility aids type,

pairs of mobility aids and pedestrians, and a timeline of counts and pairing

history.

1.1 Outline of Thesis

The remaining chapters of this thesis are structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides a detailed literature review of pedestrian detection

schemes that use hand-engineered image features and learning algorithms

for classifiers. We also review modern CNN based solutions for pedes-

trian detection. Apart from that, a comprehensive survey of gait analysis

and data association algorithms is provided. Furthermore, we detailed

various image/video datasets that are commonly used in pedestrian de-

tection and gait analysis tasks.
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• Chapter 3 describes the image and video datasets collected during this

study. We have also detailed the size, composition, and set of rules to

manually label the images of mobility aids.

• Chapter 4 illustrates our gait signal extraction and analysis work to

identify disabled pedestrian through abnormal gait signatures. We have

documented the manual and automated ways of gait signal extraction

and analysis. The experimental results on two datasets (CASIA and our

custom dataset) are presented and discussed in this chapter.

• Chapter 5 describes the framework of the overall system design. It

explains the design of the mobility aid detector and describes the image

dataset used to train and test the mobility aid detector. Results of the

detection system are also shown in this chapter.

• Chapter 6 focuses on counting the mobility aid users by combining the

results from the mobility aid detector with a tracker, a data association

step and a counting module. Details about the pairing strategy and

results of the overall system are provided in this chapter.

• Chapter 7 analyses the performance of the detection and counting mod-

ules. Remarks on how well the system performed and identifying a few

limitations of the proposed system. We also listed causes for the system

failures and some suggestions on improving the system’s performance.

• Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation with a summary of the research

and recommendations for further work.

1.2 List of Publications

Following two papers have been published in the conferences,

• Mukhtar, A., Cree, M. J., Scott, J. B. & Streeter, L. (2018a), ‘Gait anal-

ysis of pedestrians with the aim of detecting disabled people’, Applied

Mechanics and Materials 884, 105-112.

• Mukhtar, A., Cree, M. J., Scott, J. B. & Streeter, L. (2018b), Mobil-

ity aids detection using convolution neural network (CNN), in ‘2018 In-

ternational Conference on Image and Vision Computing New Zealand

(IVCNZ)’, IEEE, pp. 1-5.

• Mukhtar, A., Cree, M. J., Scott, J. B. & Streeter, L. Vision Based System

for Detecting and Counting Mobility Aids in Surveillance Videos. 1

1This paper is in preparation for submission to a journal.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Pedestrian Detection

2.1.1 Overview

A pedestrian is a person that walks rather than travelling in a vehicle and

pedestrian detection is the problem of determining regions in the image or

video sequence that enclose humans. Over recent years, detecting human

beings in a video scene has drawn much attention due to its wide range of

applications in, for example, surveillance systems (Paul et al. 2013), abnormal

event detection (Candamo et al. 2010) human gait characterization (Lee et al.

2013, Ran et al. 2010), pedestrian detection in robotics (Benenson et al. n.d.),

driver assistance system (Mukhtar et al. 2015), crowd behaviour detection

(Chen & Huang 2011, 2013), gender classification (Hu et al. 2011) and fall

detection for elderly people (Thome et al. 2008). Some examples of human

detection and their applications are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

Identifying pedestrians in an image is a challenging task, but modern com-

puter vision and machine learning researchers have mostly solved it. In general,

objects in images and videos can be detected in two sequential steps: extracting

candidate regions that are potentially covered by human objects and classify-

ing/verifying the regions as human or non-human. Candidate regions help to

narrow down the image area to localise the pedestrians.

There are several methods to extract candidate regions. The simplest way

to segregate moving objects is using background subtraction and declaring fore-

ground objects as candidate regions. Various background subtraction methods

have been developed, of which (Benezeth et al. 2010) provide a useful compar-

ative study. Another common approach is to use a sliding window protocol

to extract a rectangular area of fixed width and height that “slides” across

an image assuming that humans can be enclosed by a detection “window.” A

pedestrian can appear in various sizes as it depends on the real-world size of
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Figure 2.1: Some examples of human detection. Reprinted from Pattern

Recognition, Vol 15, Duc Thanh Nguyen, Wanqing Li, Philip O. Ogunbona,

Human detection from images and videos: A survey, Page No. 149, Copyright

(2016), with permission from Elsevier

Figure 2.2: Applications of human detection (a) Image retrieval. (b) Human

activity recognition. (c) Surveillance systems. (d) Driving assistance system.

Reprinted from Pattern Recognition, Vol 15, Duc Thanh Nguyen, Wanqing

Li, Philip O. Ogunbona, Human detection from images and videos: A survey,

Page No. 149, Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier

the pedestrian and his or her distance from the camera. To handle variation
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in size, Dollar et al. (2012) proposed a scale-space pyramid approach in which

the image was rescaled with different scale ratios to form layers. Then the

sliding window method is applied to the features computed for each layer of

the scale-space pyramid.

The pedestrian classification stage consists of a classifier trained on the

features extracted from the image database. Features can be calculated at

individual pixels or at the regional level, and encode information about the

shape and appearance of the human object. It can be challenging to find

image features that distinguish between targets (pedestrians) and non-targets.

The stronger this distinctiveness, the easier it is to correctly identify all the

occurrences of the object in the image. The features should be scale and

rotation invariant and able to cope with illumination changes. In most cases,

a descriptor is a high dimensional feature vector formed after concatenating

the locally extracted features. A big set of samples —both from humans

(positives) and from the background (negatives)— undergo a feature vector

transformation to be later used to train machine learning algorithms.

A machine-learning algorithm such as support vector machine, AdaBoost

or a neural network, is used to learn an object model that forms the best

balance between containing sufficient detail to distinguish the object from the

background, and generic enough to cover inner class variation. The similarity

between the pre-trained object model and the image features indicates the

probability of the object being present at that location. All candidates regions

undergo a classification process to determine the closeness between the image

features and the model. A threshold on the classification score decides if

detection is reliable or not.

Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) (Dalal 2006) is the last step to filter

out multiple detections associated with the same object. The sliding window

process often leads to multiple detections of the same object in the same area,

creating a need for the elimination of all detections, which are not a local

maximum. NMS algorithm can knock off all unneeded detections while ensur-

ing that each object is still enclosed by one bounding box. Crowdy situations

present tricky situation for NMS since multiple objects can appear close to-

gether. NMS is generally based on the IOU metric, shown in Equation 2.1,

where B1 and B2 represent two overlapping bounding boxes classified being

positive for the same object.

IOU =
area(B1 ∩B2)

area(B1 ∪B2)
(2.1)

We can refer B1 as the bounding box for the detected object and B2 is that

of ground truth used to evaluate the system. A high IOU score (0.75) means

a considerable overlap between prediction and ground truth bounding boxes,
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and a low IOU score (<0.25) implies poor overlap. Figure 2.3 shows a few IOU

scores calculating the extent of overlap of two boxes. The greater the region

of overlap, the greater the IOU score. In benchmarking (Dollar et al. 2012,

Enzweiler & Gavrila 2008), the IOU between the detection and the ground

truth annotation has to be at least 0.5 for correct detection. NMS calculates

the IOU scores among the correct detections for the same object and retains

only the one with the highest classification score.

Figure 2.3: Examples of measuring bounding boxes overlaps using IOU metric

The following sections present a survey of image (shape, colour, texture)

features and object classifiers that can be used to separate a human from

non-human objects.

2.1.2 Image Features

In addition to computer vision, psychological studies have also verified the use-

fulness of image edge information to describe the shape of an object (De Win-

ter & Wagemans 2004). Studies (De Winter & Wagemans 2004, Gavrila 2007)

have shown that binary contours are capable of reflecting the human body

in different viewpoints and poses. Edge detection results in gradient images

which contain information about position, magnitude and orientation of edges

at the pixel level. Several edge templates can be generated to capture variation

in human shape, size and pose. The similarity between template images and

test frames can indicate the presence of humans in test videos. Gavrila (2007)

created a distance transformed image using the Chamfer distance transform

(Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher 2004) and measured the geometrical transfor-

mation for which the similarity between edge template and distance trans-

formed image, was maximum. This approach is known as template matching,

and it has two significant weaknesses. First, noise in images when acquired

from uncontrolled environments can easily distort the pixel level edge fea-

tures. Second, edge templates are pose-specific and require many templates to
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incorporate several human poses resulting in increased computational burden.

Figure 2.4 shows a conventional template matching process.

Figure 2.4: (a) Original image, (b) edge template, (c) edge image, and (d)

distance transformed image. (© 2007 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,

from Dariu M. Gavrila, A Bayesian, Exemplar-Based Approach to Hierar-

chical Shape Matching, IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine

Intelligence, June/2007)

In contrast to pixel level edge features, regional edge histograms have shown

better adaptation to the local deformation of the human shape. A regional

edge histogram is calculated by quantising the edge information of pixels in

a particular region and accumulating them into a histogram. A well-known

example is the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) introduced by Dalal

(2006). The HOG feature descriptor computes local edge histograms in which

each edge pixel votes for a histogram bin according to edge pixel orientation

(see Figure 2.5). Park et al. (2010) combined HOGs computed at multiple

resolutions to form a scale-invariant human descriptor. Several extensions and

variants of HOG have been suggested for more reliable performances, for ex-

ample, Wang & Lien (2007) obtained rotation invariant HOG and Hou et al.

(2007) extended HOG for non-rectangular regions. Satpathy et al. (2014) pro-

posed the Difference of Histogram of Gradients (DHG) in which each histogram

bin carried the absolute difference between two bins of the opposite angles in

the typical HOG (see Equation 2.2). Conde et al. (2013) computed HOG de-

scriptor from a Gabor image by filtering the human image using a Gabor filter

bank.

DHG(bin) = | HOG(bin)−HOG(bin+ 180) | (2.2)

Appearance features capture the colour and texture information, and these

can be extracted from local image regions. Since pedestrians can appear in a

variety of different colours depending on their attire, colour is not an adequate

discriminative feature. Some studies have used colour in combination with

other features to formulate a feature vector, for example, Ott & Everingham
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Figure 2.5: Human descriptor using HOG: (a) original image, (b) gradient im-

age, (c) gradient orientation, (d) cell splitting and (e) histogram computation.

(© 2007 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from M. Bertozzi, A. Broggi, M.

Del Rose, M. Felisa, A. Rakotomamonjy and F. Suard, A Pedestrian Detec-

tor Using Histograms of Oriented Gradients and a Support Vector Machine

Classifier, IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, 2007)

(2009) computed the colour HOG (CHOG) vector after segmenting an input

image using the distribution of background and foreground colours. In con-

trast, Walk et al. (2010) calculated the feature set from second-order statistics

of colour, that is, self-similarity between the colour of pixels located in local

image regions.

Local binary patterns (LBP), originally proposed for texture classification

(Ojala et al. 1996), have been explored to describe the shape of the human

body (Mu et al. 2008, Hussain & Triggs 2010). Histograms of LBPs are sim-

ple to compute and able to capture patterns in an image region. They are

also famous for their discriminative power and robustness against illumina-

tion changes (Suruliandi et al. 2012, Roy & Marcel 2009). Researchers have

proposed numerous extensions of LBP, which are shown in Figure 2.6.

Combining multiple cues can supplement rich information to the descrip-

tors and improve their discriminative power. Wu & Nevatia (2008) combined

three types of features: Edgelet (Wu & Nevatia 2007), HOG and covariance

matrices (Tuzel et al. 2008) to designed an object detection system. In another

study (Opelt et al. 2008), contours features and image intensity features were

combined. Wojek et al. (2009) compared the performance of pedestrian detec-

tion system for different combinations of object features and classifiers. They

concluded that the combination of multiple and complementary feature types

could improve detection performance in some cases. However, in general, the

feature set is quite sensitive to varying camera views and lighting conditions.
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Figure 2.6: LBP and its variants. Reprinted from Pattern Recognition, Vol 15,

Duc Thanh Nguyen, Wanqing Li, Philip O. Ogunbona, Human detection from

images and videos: A survey, Page No. 149, Copyright (2016), with permission

from Elsevier

2.1.3 Classifiers and learning algorithms

After extracting the feature vectors, the candidate regions are categorised as

human or non-human classification. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) and

boosting were the popular classifiers in the computer vision field in the era

before deep learning. SVM is based on Vapnik’s statistical learning theory

(Vapnik 1995), and it aims to separate the training samples to maximise the

margin between two classes (see Figure 2.7). The kernel technique maps the

feature vectors to a higher dimensional space in which they can be classified

linearly. A simple kernel can show impressive results for the pedestrian de-

tection task if the training features are discriminative enough (Dalal & Triggs

2005, Wang et al. 2009). Deepika et al. (2019) studied the impact of the type

of kernels on the performance of SVM based classification tasks. Authors ob-

served that the choice of the kernel is dependent on the data set, and the

non-linear kernel can improve classification accuracy.

Satpathy et al. (2014) reported that linear SVM classifiers only work well

for binary (or distinct) classification problems. For asymmetrical classifica-

tion problems like human detection versus all other objects, linear SVM were

unable to discriminate between the two classes. To solve this, they extracted

Extended Histogram of Gradients from the training samples and trained a hy-

per quadratic classifier with the minimum Mahalanobis distance. In another

study (Ye et al. 2013), the combination of linear SVMs formed a piecewise

linear SVM (PL-SVM) to discriminate pedestrians in a particular pose from

other poses and non-human objects. Each linear SVM was trained on a pose-

specific image dataset that contained a group of human objects in some pose.
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(a) Linear Discrimination Analysis. (b) SVM

Figure 2.7: Linear discrimination vs SVM Classification

To obtain a scale-invariant human descriptor, Yan et al. (2013) measured HOG

features at multiple resolutions and mapped those to a common feature to train

an SVM classifier.

The cascade architecture of the Ada-boost classifier combines multiple clas-

sifiers to achieve high classification accuracy. Viola et al. (2005) introduced it

for human detection, and it has been extended in later studies (Guo et al. 2012,

Jang et al. 2016). In Adaboost, an input is passed to the first classifier with

decides true or false (pedestrian or not pedestrian). A false outcome halts fur-

ther computation and causes the detector to return false. A true result passes

the input along to the next classifier in the cascade. If all classifiers vote true

then the input is classified as a true example, otherwise false. The cascade

design is efficient because the classifiers with the fewest features are placed

at the start of the cascade, minimizing the computation. Figure 2.8 shows

the architecture of a typical Adaboost classifier. Viola et al. (2005) trained

Adaboost classifier on motion and appearance features to detect a walking

person. The system was able to process four frames per second and recognise

pedestrians as small as 20×15 pixels. The system also reported the detection

rate of 80% and about one false-positive every two frames for the 360×240

pixel frames.

Figure 2.8: Cascade architecture.
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2.2 Machine Learning

Machine Learning refers to the study of computer algorithms to build math-

ematical models based on sample data, known as ‘training data’ in order to

make predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so.

Recently, there has been a rise in the development of machine learning tech-

niques for computer vision-based applications (Redmon & Farhadi 2018, Liu

et al. 2016, Girshick et al. 2015, Goodfellow et al. 2016). This is because deep

learning methods are outperforming previous state-of-the-art techniques in ob-

ject detection, and the ImageNet competition (Russakovsky et al. 2015) is the

classic example of that.

Deep learning is a family of methods encompassing neural networks, hi-

erarchical probabilistic models, and a variety of unsupervised and supervised

feature learning algorithms. CNNs have become popular among computer vi-

sion researchers due to their impressive results in object detection tasks. CNNs

learn in multiple cascaded layers with each layer taking its input from the out-

put of the previous layer. The larger the number of layers, the “deeper” the

network. A key feature of deep learning is the capability of handling large

amounts of data and end-to-end learning. In contrast to the techniques men-

tioned above, the features are not hand-designed but are learnt as part of the

whole image-to-detection task and so can work on the raw image data.

The most notable factors that contributed to the prominence of deep learn-

ing algorithms are,

1. The appearance of plentiful, high-quality, publicly available and labelled

datasets.

2. Parallel computing offered by Graphic Processing Units (GPU) along

with the development of powerful frameworks like TensorFlow, Caffe,

Theano, and Torch (Bahrampour et al. 2015) which enabled the transi-

tion from CPU-based to GPU-based training, thus a significant acceler-

ation in training deep neural networks.

3. New regularization techniques (e.g., dropout, batch normalization, and

data augmentation) which have improved the neural networks resilience

to over-fitting and performance.

Deep learning has fueled great strides in a variety of computer vision prob-

lems, such as object detection (Redmon & Farhadi 2018, Liu et al. 2016, 2019),

motion tracking (Doulamis 2018), action recognition (Cao & Nevatia 2016),

human pose estimation (Cao et al. 2018, Toshev & Szegedy 2014, Zhao, Yuan

& Chen 2019), and semantic segmentation (Long et al. 2015). In the following
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subsection, we review the major developments in CNN architecture and object

detection applications developed using CNNs.

2.2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

CNN are a class of deep and feed-forward artificial neural networks (Goodfellow

et al. 2016), and they have shown their pattern recognition potentials in human

detection (Wojke et al. 2017, Lin et al. 2019, Zhao, Yuan & Chen 2019), lately.

They dominate image detection and classification tasks in computer vision and

require relatively little pre-processing compared to other image classification

algorithms. CNN learns the filter parameters, and it is independent of feature

selection and design that in conventional algorithms were hand-engineered.

In general, the design of the network architecture is important and requires

specific knowledge and experience. Although fully connected feed-forward neu-

ral networks can be trained for learning features in image classification, their

architecture is practically not suitable for images since a very high number of

neurons would be required. Even a low-resolution image with a shallow archi-

tecture results in large input sizes associated as each pixel corresponds to a

relevant variable. The convolution operation solves this problem by reducing

the number of free parameters, allowing the network to be more in-depth with

fewer parameters (Aghdam & Heravi 2017). For instance, regardless of image

size, tiling regions of size 7 x 7, each with the same shared weights, requires

only 49 learnable parameters. It also resolves complexities of vanishing or

exploding gradients during the training phase by using back-propagation.

An image is input directly to the network, and this is followed by several

stages of convolution, pooling and/or normalization layers (Hadji & Wildes

2018). Figure 2.9 shows the overall architecture of an object detection system

based on CNN classification. Convolutional layers apply a convolution opera-

tion on the input data and pass the result to the next layer. The convolution

function is specified by a vector of weights and a bias which are adjusted dur-

ing the training stage depending on loss function and learning rate. CNNs

exploit the structure in the image data to reduce the number of parameters to

learn; therefore, many neurons share the same filter and require less memory

for training. Pooling layers combine the outputs of neuron clusters at one layer

into a single neuron in the next layer. After that, representations from these

operations feed one or more fully connected layers which give class label(s).

Fully connected layers connect every neuron in one layer to every neuron in

another layer and are same as those in multi-layer perceptron neural network

(MLP) (Gardner & Dorling 1998).

There have been much efforts (Girshick et al. 2015, Ren et al. 2015, Liu

et al. 2016, Redmon & Farhadi 2018) that successfully used CNNs for a va-
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Figure 2.9: Example architecture of a CNN for object detection task.

© Voulodimos et al. (2018)

riety of object detection tasks. Girshick et al. (2015) used a selective search

algorithm to generate category-independent region proposals that defined the

set of candidate detections for CNN. CNN extracted a fixed-length feature

vector from each region, and extracted features were fed to an SVM classifier

to classify the presence of an object within the region proposals. The object

detection performance was measured on PASCAL VOC Challenge datasets,

and the system was named Region-based Convolutional Network (R-CNN)

since it combined region proposals with CNN. In Faster R-CNN (Ren et al.

2015), region proposals were identified as a computational bottleneck and run

time of the RCNN was reduced. The selective search method was replaced by

the Region Proposal Network (RPN) to determine a set of rectangular object

proposals using a CNN. The computations by CNN were shared with the de-

tection network that has the same set of convolution layers. Tests showed a

substantial decrease in running time of region proposals from 1.5 s to 10 ms

per image and in total 198 ms for both proposal and detection.

A novel framework (YOLO) was first introduced in 2015 as an advanced

real-time object detection system (Redmon et al. 2016). A single neural net-

work predicts bounding boxes and class probabilities for detected objects in

images in a single evaluation. YOLO is a single stage detector and runs faster

than existing CNNs (see Figure 2.11). The network can process images at 45

FPS, and a simplified version Fast YOLO can reach 155 FPS with results com-

parable with other real-time detectors. YOLOv3 (Redmon & Farhadi 2018),

the improved version of YOLO series, has 53 convolutional layers and a hybrid

of YOLOv2 (Redmon & Farhadi 2017), Darknet-19, and residual networks.

YOLOv3 extracts feature from three different scales using the concept pro-

posed in feature pyramid networks Lin et al. (2017). The last convolutional

layer in the network, predicts a 3-d tensor encoding bounding box, objectness,

and class predictions. YOLOv3 has a network structure that better utilizes the

GPU, making it more efficient to evaluate and thus faster. It has average preci-
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(a) R-CNN (b) Faster R-CNN

Figure 2.10: R-CNN and Faster R-CNN architectures. (© 2016 IEEE.

Reprinted, with permission, from Shaoqing Ren, Kaiming He, Ross Girshick

and Jian Sun, Faster R-CNN: Towards Real-Time Object Detection with Re-

gion Proposal Networks, IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine

Intelligence, June/2016)

sion comparable to the state of art CNNs and outperforms them on processing

time criteria (Redmon & Farhadi 2018). The limitation of YOLO is that it

struggles with small objects within the image and makes more localization

errors compared to the state of art detection systems based on CNNs.

Similar to YOLO, Single Shot multi-box Detector (SSD) (Liu et al. 2016)

is another CNN based model to detect objects in a single deep neural network.

It predicts category scores and box offsets for a fixed set of default bounding

boxes using small convolution filters applied to feature maps. To achieve high

detection accuracy, SSD predicts at different scales and separates predictions

by aspect ratio. The performance was evaluated on PASCAL VOC, COCO,

and ILSVRC datasets and compared to a range of existing CNN based object

detectors. Results showed that SSD outperforms Faster R-CNN in processing

times and YOLO in location accuracy. Liu et al. (2019) improved the detection

accuracy of SSD by adding a series of predictors to evolve the default anchor

boxes of SSD directly. Furthermore, a bottleneck block was introduced that

combined the advantages of residual learning and multi-scale context encoding

to enhance the detectors’ discriminative power. Experiments showed that

the proposed network improved the SSD’s performance by 4.36% on Caltech

dataset.

In a recent study (Lin et al. 2019), a multi-scale network and a human

parsing generator were jointly trained to detect pedestrians who were heavily

occluded or appeared far from cameras. Multi-grained deep features added ro-
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Figure 2.11: YOLOv2 performance comparison. (© 2017 IEEE. Reprinted,

with permission, from Joseph Redmon and Ali Farhadi, YOLO9000: Better,

Faster, Stronger, IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recogni-

tion (CVPR), July/2017)

bustness, while the human parsing network generated a fine-grained attention

map for the detector to focus on the visible parts of occluded pedestrians and

small-sized instances. Both networks are computed in parallel and formed a

single-stage framework offering a trade-off between accuracy and speed. The

authors also identified a lack of heavily occluded instances in training datasets

and developed an adversarial hiding network to generate occlusions by hiding

the parts of pedestrians artificially. This improved the robustness and perfor-

mance of the system when tested on Caltech, KITTI and INRIA datasets for

pedestrians class.

Further detailed description and critical analysis on existing CNN based

object detection models is given by (Zhao, Zheng, Xu & Wu 2019).

2.3 Gait Analysis

A small subset of human motion analysis techniques is directed towards human

recognition by gait due to the computationally intensive task of recovering the

human pose from a stream of bi-dimensional images. The small size of pedes-

trians appearing in the surveillance videos further complicate the problem.

The traditional approaches for gait recognition are classified into two major

types: model-free approaches and model-based approaches (Lee et al. 2013).

Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 show a timeline of gait detection techniques and

their limitations, respectively.
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2.3.1 Model Free Methods

Model-free approaches acquire gait parameters by performing measurements

directly on 2D images, without adopting a specific model of the human body

or motion (for example, silhouettes, history of movements). The model-free

approaches characterize the whole motion pattern of the human body by

analysing the variations in silhouette shapes or body motion over time, re-

gardless of the underlying structure. In model-free approaches (Kale et al.

2003, Venkat & De Wilde 2011, Fujiyoshi et al. 2004), gait is comprised of a

static component based on a person’s size and shape, and a dynamic compo-

nent which follows the actual motion. Gross movements of a walking person

can be recognised by obtaining the silhouette of that person after isolating

it from the background. That has been the foundation of most model-free

approaches to gait recognition to date.

2.3.1.1 Temporal Analysis

A major milestone in gait recognition was setting up the HumanID project and

the creation of a test dataset by Sarkar et al. (2005). The dataset contains

typical variations in the human walk, including different viewing angles, type

of footwear and walking surface. Bounding boxes of the walker were manually

defined, and binary silhouettes were cropped. The authors (ibid.) provided a

baseline gait recognition algorithm which compared a probe walker sequence

(a stride cycle), to those in gallery (database) sequences. A simple baseline

algorithm achieved a decent recognition rate of up to 80% for “simple” tasks

which dropped to 10% for “difficult” tasks. Sarkar et al. (ibid.) concluded

that the lower 20% of the human body was responsible for 80% of the gait

recognition.

Kale et al. (2002) proposed a view-based approach to recognize humans

through gait. They obtained binary silhouettes after filtering the noise and

removing the image background. The width of the binarised silhouette of a

walking person was chosen as the image feature, and experiments disclosed

that one half of a walk cycle of healthy subjects was enough to provide static

and dynamic gait information. Five images (called stances) which represented

different stages in a gait cycle, were selected from a video sequence using K-

means clustering. L1 norms of width vectors of five stances were concatenated

to form a five-dimensional feature vector. The gait of the walker was iden-

tified by generating the likelihood from the sequence of test images using a

hidden Markov model. Further investigation showed that the five-state hidden

Markov model performs better than three and eight state models, however,

these methods were vulnerable to changes in the viewing angle. In a later
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study, Kale et al. (2003) tracked gait features of the walker using optical flow

and derived the angle of the walk. The gait recognition was improved by

combining the height information with the leg movements.

2.3.1.2 Spatio-Temporal Motion

The video signal is a time series of bi-dimensional images, and a normal walking

cycle can be summarised spatially, temporally or both. Summarised motion

features reduce the difficulties in comparing images on a frame by frame basis

and help to analyse the human gait for identification purposes. Temporal

movement can be summarised by recording the statistics of motion detected

during a walking cycle. At the same time, the spatial summary refers to a one-

dimensional time-varying signal obtained after converting the two-dimensional

silhouette into a single quantity. Venkat & De Wilde (2011) partitioned a

silhouette into the overlapping upper, middle, lower, left and right parts and

used a Bayesian network for gait identification.

BenAbdelkader et al. (2001) tracked humans in videos and created gait

templates from a series of bounding boxes enclosing the silhouette of extreme

motions. The templates were scaled to a standard size and subtracted from

each other pixel by pixel (spatially) for all time instances (temporally). Later

a time-varying two-dimensional similarity plot (Cutler & Davis 2000) of the

sum of image pixel differences was generated. The plot displayed a summary of

motion and subjected to an eigenvector type of analysis for pattern recognition.

Wang, Hu & Tan (2002) used the “background primal sketch” (Yang &

Levine 1992) to acquire a series of silhouette images. Based on the work of

Fujiyoshi & Lipton (1998), the two-dimensional silhouette was transformed

into a one-dimensional distance vector. A set of points (shown by the lines

in Figure 2.12a) was chosen by sampling the silhouette boundary at a fixed

angular distance. The sum of all Euclidean distances of boundary points from

the origin formed a time-varying distance signal thus summarising the walking

activity. A nearest neighbour comparison was used to recognise the dynamic

features of the human walk.

In another experiment, Wang, Ning, Hu & Tan (2002) restricted the ex-

perimental situation to a single subject moving in the field of view without

occlusion. The database had 240 video sequences of the participants walking at

0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ with respect to the image plane. Silhouettes of the walking per-

son were extracted using a background subtraction procedure, and eigenvector

analysis produced the mean image describing the spatio-temporal summary of

the walk. Using a k-nearest neighbour classifier, the authors reported 88% to

90% gait recognition rate.
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2.3.1.3 Motion History Image and Variants

Davis & Bobick (1997) introduced an effective way to visualise gait features in

the form of a motion history image (MHI) summarizing the spatio-temporal

motion of pedestrians appearing in videos. In the MHI, pixel intensity is

a function of the temporal history of motion at that point. In subsequent

frames, values of previous moving pixels decrease while the moving pixels in

latter frames add to the brightness of the MHI. The related motion energy

image (MEI) results after applying a logical OR operation on the pixels in

successive frames and identifies the active regions (Figure 2.12b is an exam-

ple). These bi-dimensional images representing the motion can be exposed

to standard pattern recognition methods to identify people. Similarly, Han

& Bhanu (2006) detected pedestrians using gait energy images obtained by

averaging the normalised binary silhouette.

(a) Distance from boundary points to

centroid.

(b) MEI of a walker, bright pixels

show movement.

Figure 2.12: Silhouette based gait features. Reprinted from Multimedia Tools

and Applications, Lee, T.K.M., Belkhatir, M. & Sanei, S, A comprehensive re-

view of past and present vision-based techniques for gait recognition, © 2013,

with permission from Springer

Zhang et al. (2010) reduced the effect of translational movements on Gait

Energy Image (GEI) and generated active energy images (AEI) to focus on

the actively moving parts of a silhouette. They obtained the active regions

by calculating the difference between two adjacent silhouette images and con-

structed an AEI by accumulating those active regions. The discriminative
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features were extracted after reducing the dimensions of an AEI using two-

dimensional locality preserving projections (2DLLP). The system was tested

on CASIA gait dataset, and recognition results demonstrated the effective-

ness of the proposed method. Another variant, the moving motion silhouette

images (MMSI) (Nizami et al. 2010) summarises the motion information of

the whole gait sequence. The dimensions of the MMSI were reduced with in-

dependent component analysis (ICA), and resulting independent components

were used for training probabilistic SVMs to identify gait. The authors (ibid.)

quoted a high identification rate of 100% for the CASIA A dataset and 98.67%

for the Soton big dataset.

Nambiar (2017) combined the histogram of flow (Dalal et al. 2006) and GEI

to compute the histogram of optic flow energy image (HOFEI) for frontal gait

analysis. The HOFEI gait signature describes the relative motion of each body

part with respect to the other, over a complete gait cycle. The gait period

was calculated directly from the optical flow measured within the subjects’

bounding box in raw images. The system was tested on HDA person dataset

(Figueira et al. 2014), and it reported a correct classification rate of 74.29%

under the ‘normal walking’ conditions.

Recently, researchers have explored deep learning-based gait recognition

methods due to the CNN dominance in the pattern recognition field. The first

attempt was made by Wu et al. (2016), who used a CNN-based method for

human identification by their gait. Binary silhouettes of the subjects mov-

ing at eleven different viewing angles, were extracted from the CASIA-B gait

dataset using the classical background subtraction techniques. Silhouettes

were cropped, rescaled, aligned and stacked to form classes of GEIs for each

viewing angle. The network was trained on GEIs using back-propagation and

with the logistic regression loss. They evaluated the algorithm on the CASIA-B

gait dataset and reported the average recognition rate of 94%. The system was

further tested on the OU-ISIR gait dataset (Iwama et al. 2012) (currently the

largest gait dataset, with 4007 subjects) where its average accuracy was 91%.

Zhang et al. (2019) partitioned the binarised silhouette and GEI of the walker

horizontally and trained a CNN for each part. The local features were con-

catenated to construct a final descriptor. The deep network had a gait-related

loss function called angle centre loss to learn discriminative gait features. The

loss function showed robustness to different local parts and window sizes.

2.3.2 Model-Based Approaches

Model-based algorithms use explicit gait models, whose parameters are esti-

mated using the underlying kinematics of human motion (e.g., step dimensions,

cadence, human skeleton, body dimensions, locations and orientations of body
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parts and joint kinematics). These methods mostly focus on gait dynamics

and are resistant to problems like changes of view and scale. Model-based

approaches either model the body (structural models) or walk of the person

(motion models) as they appear in the video. Structural models define the hu-

man topology as functions of the body parameters, whereas the motion models

determine the kinematics of the motion of each body part.

2.3.2.1 Static and Dynamic features

Gait can be modelled by a static component (size and shape of the walker) and

a dynamic component that reflects the actual movement. Static features can

include dimensions of silhouette, e.g., stride length and walker’s height while

dynamic features include frequency domain parameters of the movements. Cu-

nado et al. (1997) derived the frequency and phase of the pedestrian walk for

analysing the movement of the thigh and calf. A walker was modelled by two

lines in a “lambda(λ)” shape which simplified the articulated movement. The

change in inclination of these lines followed simple harmonic motion which was

used as the gait biometric. Fourier transform analysis was used to calculate the

frequency components of the change in inclination of the legs. By multiplying

magnitude and phase, the “phase-weighted magnitude spectra” improved the

classification rate (90%) than using the magnitude data alone (40%). Authors

used k-means clustering to achieve 90% correct classification rate on an indoor

video dataset having a static, simple and plain background, controlled lighting

and no occlusion.

Lee & Grimson (2002) divided the binary level silhouette into seven ellipti-

cally shaped regions (shown in Figure 2.13) and used their geometric measure-

ments as the recognition features. The amplitude of leg swing, arm swing and

head orientation, were modelled by the mean and standard deviation of the

regional features across time. In this way, the motion was summarised, and

the system reported a 17.5% mean error rate when employed for the gender

classification task. BenAbdelkader et al. (2002a) utilized stride length and

cadence (walking frequency) to describe the gait. After extracting a bounding

box around the silhouette, they derived the frequency of the walk by analysing

the change in the bounding box dimensions. In a later study, authors improved

the performance from 51% to 65% by incorporating height as an additional

biometric (BenAbdelkader et al. 2002b).

Johnson & Bobick (2001) labelled body parts by analyzing the binary sil-

houette of the subject in each video frame. Silhouettes were created by back-

ground subtraction using a static background frame. A bounding box was

placed around the silhouette and divided into three sections – head section,

pelvis section, and foot section (see Figure 2.14a) of predefined sizes. They con-
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(a) Binary silhouette. (b) Ellipses fitted to each region.

Figure 2.13: The silhouette of a walker divided into 7 regions, and ellipses are

fitted to each region. (© 2002 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from L. Lee

& W.E.L. Grimson, Gait analysis for recognition and classification, Fifth IEEE

International Conference on Automatic Face Gesture Recognition, May/2002)

catenated the height of bounding box around the silhouette (d1), the distance

between the head and pelvis (d2), the maximum value of the distance between

the pelvis and left foot (d3) and the distance between the pelvis and right

foot (d4) to form a 4D-walk vector w = < d1, d2, d3, d4 > (see Figure 2.14b).

The system reported a 94% gait recognition rate on a dataset made of 18

participants walking at the angle-view and side-on view.

2.3.2.2 Temporal Modelling

Gait sequences can be modelled in an XYT three dimensional space in which

time is often considered as the third dimension complementing the XY axes

in the image plane (see Figure 2.15). Niyogi et al. (1994) stacked the images

from a walking sequence (XY) to form an image cube. Analysis of XT plane

uncovered a unique braided pattern formed by the walker’s ankle while the

head showed a linear motion. The edges of the braid were found by using

active contour models or “snakes” (Kass et al. 1988). These contours were

calculated at various heights (in Y direction) of the XT slices, which gave a

silhouette of the walker in the XY plane. After averaging the silhouette, the

walker was represented by a stick figure model, and then four joint angles from

that model were used to recognise gait. The L2 norm was used to compare

the input image sequences with those in the dataset and 79% gait recognition

rate was reported.
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(a) Silhouette segmentation. (b) Four body parameters.

Figure 2.14: Segmentation of the body silhouette into regions and 4D-walk

vector w = < d1, d2, d3, d4 >. (© 2003 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,

from A.F. Bobick & A.Y. Johnson, Gait recognition using static, activity-

specific parameters, IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer Vision

and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), Dec/2001)

Kellokumpu et al. (2009) partitioned the XYT cube into four regions

through the centroid of the silhouette, thus separating the hands and the legs

of the person. LBP features were calculated for each subvolume to encode the

movement information, and their local histograms were concatenated to form

a global feature histogram. They improved results in comparison to multi-

resolution analysis on gait recognition using the Carnegie Mellon University

(CMU) database (Gross & Shi 2001). Ran et al. (2010) used an iterative local

curve embedding algorithm to decompose a video sequence into XT slices to

generate periodic patterns referred to as double helical signatures (see Fig-

ure 2.15). These signatures encoded the appearance and kinematics of human

motion and showed geometric symmetries. The system was able to highlight

the body parts in challenging environments to classify load-carrying conditions

by gait recognition.

In a recent study, Deng & Wang (2018) obtained gait features by using

Microsoft Kinect v1.0. They proposed a new model-based gait recognition

method by combining deterministic learning theory and the data stream of the

Kinect. The gait was characterised by temporal features, kinematic features

and their temporal changes. Both spatio–temporal and kinematic cues were

fused on the decision level to improve the gait recognition performance. Deng

& Wang (ibid.) reported 97.7% gait recognition accuracy after the algorithm

was evaluated on a self-made Kinect gait dataset comprising of 5760 walk

sequences collected with the help of 80 participants.
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Figure 2.15: (Top) Original and silhouette images. (Middle) XYT volume

(X is horizontal axis, y is vertical axis and t is into the XY-plane). (Bot-

tom) Double Helical Signatures after slicing along XT plane. (© 2010 IEEE.

Reprinted, with permission, from Yang Ran, Qinfen Zheng, Rama Chellappa

and Thomas M. Strat, Applications of a Simple Characterization of Human

Gait in Surveillance, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics,

Aug/2010)
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Table 2.2: Limitations of current gait detection techniques

Authors
Uncontrolled View Dynamic Multiple Disabled Person

Environment Invariant Background Class Detection

Niyogi et al. (1994)

Davis & Bobick (1997)

Cunado et al. (1997)

Fujiyoshi & Lipton (1998) !

BenAbdelkader et al. (2001)

Lee & Grimson (2002)

Johnson & Bobick (2001) ! !

BenAbdelkader et al. (2002a,b) ! ! !

Wang et al. (2003) !

Kale et al. (2002, 2003) !

Sarkar et al. (2005) !

Han & Bhanu (2006)

Kellokumpu et al. (2009)

Zhang et al. (2010)

Ran et al. (2010) ! !

Nizami et al. (2010)

Venkat & De Wilde (2011)

Wu et al. (2016) !

Nambiar (2017) ! !

Deng & Wang (2018) ! !

Zhang et al. (2019) ! !

2.4 Tracking and Data Association Algorithms

Object tracking plays a vital role in computer vision. It involves locating ob-

jects, maintaining their identities, and obtaining their trajectories given an

input video or detections. Examples of tracked objects include pedestrians

in surveillance videos (Paul et al. 2013), vehicles on the road (Mukhtar et al.

2015), sports players on the court (Yang & Ramanan 2012) and groups of

animals (Spampinato et al. 2012). Pedestrians are typical nonrigid objects,

and according to a survey (Luo et al. 2014), at least 70% of current multi-

object tracking (MOT) research efforts target pedestrians for pose estimation

(Andriluka et al. 2009), action recognition (Yang & Ramanan 2012), and be-

haviour analysis (Afsar et al. 2015). Compared with single object tracking,

which uses appearance or motion models to cope with scale changes, illumi-

nation variations and out-of-plane rotations, MOT solves two additional tasks

of determining the number of objects, which typically varies over time, and

maintaining their identities. MOT also offers additional challenges including

1) initialization and termination of tracks, 2) similar appearance, 3) frequent

occlusions and 4) interactions among multiple objects.

Generally, MOT can be linked with the data association problem which

aims to associate detections across frames in a video sequence. Trackers use
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Figure 2.16: Usual workflow of a DBT algorithm: (1) Raw frames of a video,

(2) An object detector outcome, (3) Features computed for every detected

object, (4) An affinity computation step, (5) Outcome of data association

to update object IDs. Reprinted from Neurocomputing, Vol 381, Gioele Cia-

parrone, Francisco Luque Sánchez, Siham Tabik, Luigi Troiano, Roberto Tagli-

aferri and Francisco Herrera, Deep learning in video multi-object tracking: A

survey, Pages No. 61-88, Copyright (2020), with permission from Elsevier

motion models (Dicle et al. 2013) and appearance (Kim et al. 2015) of target

objects to aid the data association process. Depending on object initializa-

tion, most existing MOT works are classified into two groups: Detection-based

tracking (DBT) and detection-free tracking (DFT). In DBT (see Figure 2.16),

objects are first detected and then connected into trajectories. Given a video

sequence, each frame is subjected to type-specific object detection (Mukhtar

et al. 2018, Ren et al. 2015) to obtain object hypotheses, then (sequential or

batch) tracking links detection hypotheses into trajectories. Therefore, the

performance of DBT relies on the accuracy of the employed object detector.

On the other hand, DFT requires manual initialisation of object trajectories in

the first frame and then it localizes those objects in successive frames. It can

not deal with the object disappearing as it has no pre-trained object detectors.

MOT can also be divided into online tracking and offline tracking, depending

on the use of future observations when processing the current frame. Online

tracking methods (Bewley et al. 2016) only rely on the past information avail-

able up to the current frame, while offline methods employ observations both

in the past and in the future.

Most online tracking methods make use of appearance features of either the

individual objects themselves (Yang & Jia 2016) or at a global level (Bewley

et al. 2014, Choi 2015) through online learning. In addition to appearance
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models, motion is often incorporated to assist associating detections to tracks

(Bewley et al. 2014, Choi 2015). Geiger et al. (2013) proposed the use of the

Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn 1955) in a two-stage process. First, tracklets were

created by associating detections across adjacent frames where both geometry

and appearance features were combined to construct an affinity matrix. Then,

tracklets were associated with each other to link broken trajectories caused by

occlusion. This two-step association method restricts this approach to batch

computation.

There are sophisticated data association techniques, including Multiple Hy-

pothesis Tracking (MHT) (Reid 1979) and Joint Probabilistic Data Association

(JPDA) (Hamid Rezatofighi et al. 2015) which are capable of handling MOT

scenarios. The complexity of these approaches is exponential in the num-

ber of tracked objects, making them impractical for realtime applications in

highly dynamic environments. Hamid Rezatofighi et al. (2015), revisited the

JPDA formulation (Bar-Shalom et al. 2011) in visual MOT for time-efficient

approximation by exploiting developments in solving integer programs. Sim-

ilarly, Kim et al. (2015) used an appearance model for each target to prune

the MHT graph to achieve state-of-the-art performance. However, these meth-

ods still delay the decision making due to the trade-off between accuracy and

speed, as demonstrated in a performance comparison (Bewley et al. 2016) of

several baseline trackers on a common MOT Benchmark.

Bewley et al. (2016) proposed SORT as part of a DBT framework for the

MOT problem. The first module was a CNN based object detector providing

bounding box information for objects detected in each frame. In the sec-

ond phase, SORT performed online tracking where only detections from the

previous and the current frame were presented to the tracker. The Kalman

filter (Kalman 1960) was used to predict locations of the active objects and

detections were assigned to those tracks (predictions) with minimum assign-

ment cost determined by the Hungarian algorithm. A strong emphasis was

on efficiency to facilitate real-time tracking and to promote greater uptake in

applications. It used only the bounding box position and size were used for

both motion estimation and data association and ignored appearance features

in tracking.

SORT has a limited object counting mechanism, especially when objects

accelerate, causing surplus counts as cost matrix ignores non-overlapping ob-

jects and generates new labels for existing objects. Furthermore, issues re-

garding short-term and long-term occlusion were also ignored by arguing that

object re-identification adds significant overhead into the tracking framework.

In subsequent work, the authors acknowledged these problems and proposed

an improvement to the data association (Wojke et al. 2017). They added
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a CNN pre-trained on the pedestrian class to reduce the number of identity

switches by 45%. Apart from complicated data association, the improved ver-

sion (deepSORT) is limited to tracking single class objects, namely pedestrians

only.

In recent years, researchers have demonstrated that CNN based object

detectors can aid in solving DBT problems and data association (Ciaparrone

et al. 2020). Deep learning models are preferred in the feature extraction

phase due to their ability to extract meaningful high-level features. Siamese

CNNs (see Figure 2.17) with contrastive loss functions are also an alternative

to classical CNN models, for extracting the set of features that best distinguish

between subjects (Kim et al. 2016). Some studies used deep learning models to

improve the association process performed by classical algorithms based on the

Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn 1955) and a set of rules to manage the tracking

status (e.g. to create or terminate a track). Milan et al. (2017), used recurrent

neural networks (RNN) to predict the probability of the existence of a track in

each frame, thus helping to identify live and decaying tracks. Ma et al. (2018)

used a bidirectional gated recurrent unit (GRU) RNN to decide when to split

tracklets. The algorithm was divided into three steps: tracklet generation step,

tracklet cleaving step, and a tracklet reconnection step employing a Siamese

bidirectional GRU. The gaps within the newly-formed tracklets were then filled

with polynomial curve fitting.

Bergmann et al. (2019) noted that several CNN-based detection algorithms

(Ren et al. 2015, Yang et al. 2016) involve some form of bounding box refine-

ment through regression which can perform MOT tasks. They showed that the

bounding box regressor of a trained Faster R-CNN detector could handle most

tracking scenarios in the existing benchmarks. The identity of targets was

automatically transferred from the previous to the regressed bounding box,

effectively creating a trajectory. Two motion models and a re-identification

(reID) step were combined for preserving the identities of the subjects across

frames. First motion model was based on the assumption that targets exhibit

a small movement between frames, while the second model was to deal with

large camera movements and low video frame rates. The reID module gener-

ated appearance features by a Siamese neural network (Bromley et al. 1994,

Ristani & Tomasi 2018) trained on tracking ground truth data. To reduce false

reIDs, pairs of deactivated and new bounding boxes with a high IOU score were

considered. The proposed system achieved state-of-art performance on several

challenging tracking scenarios.
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Figure 2.17: Example of a Siamese CNN architecture. Reprinted from Neu-

rocomputing, Vol 381, Gioele Ciaparrone, Francisco Luque Sánchez, Siham

Tabik, Luigi Troiano, Roberto Tagliaferri and Francisco Herrera, Deep learn-

ing in video multi-object tracking: A survey, Pages No. 61-88, Copyright

(2020), with permission from Elsevier

2.5 Existing Datasets

Several datasets have been collected from different scenarios and made publicly

available to benchmark human detection algorithms. General-purpose person

detection datasets are listed in Table 2.3. These datasets complement each

other by covering variations in human appearance, pose, viewpoint and oc-

clusion. They also cover changes induced due to an uncontrolled environment

such as background clutter and varying illumination conditions. Occlusions

can occur in the datasets due to non-human objects, the interaction between

humans, image borders and viewing angle. Imaging device, image/video reso-

lution and compression formats can also affect the quality of a dataset. The

size of pedestrians appearing in images depends on the camera resolution and

its distance from pedestrians.

INRIA, Caltech, ETH and TUD-Brussels are popular among the computer

vision researchers to measure the accuracy of their newly developed pedestrian

detection systems. Most datasets contain annotations and provide bounding

box information which represents the location of pedestrians in all training

and test images. Annotations can be stored in different formats; for example,

CAVIAR dataset uses the XML format which is portable and offers flexibility

for the extension, while the TUD, ETH, INRIA, and Penn-Fudan datasets use

the PASCAL format (Everingham et al. 2010). The detection results (bound-

ing boxes) of several pedestrian detection methods and their performance eval-

uation code is available at Caltech webpage 1.

1http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/

http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/
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Table 2.3: List of publicly available person detection datasets.
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MIT (Papageorgiou & Poggio 2000) 924 128

INRIA (Dalal 2006) 1774 279 ! ! !

Penn–Fudan (Wang et al. 2007) 345 - ! !

Caltech (Dollar et al. 2011) 347,000 48 ! ! !

ETH (Ess et al. 2008) 15,388 90 ! ! !

CAVIAR (CAVIAR dataset 1 2004) 5614 - !

GM-ATCI (Silberstein et al. 2014) 200,000 - ! ! !

TUD-Brussels (Wojek et al. 2009) 3274 66 ! ! !

CVC-01 (Gerónimo et al. 2007) 1000 83 ! !

Daimler (Enzweiler & Gavrila 2008) 72,052 96 ! ! !

ImageNet (Russakovsky et al. 2015) 1431 (images) - ! ! !

In addition to the datasets listed in Table 2.3, there are plenty of other

publicly available datasets for pedestrian detection and among them, only a

few are appropriate for gait analysis. Gait identification requires multiple-

shot image sequences with complete gait cycles which can capture spatio-

temporal information of the walking pattern. The nature of the background,

the viewpoint and the gait direction in videos have a significant influence on

the performance of gait analysis algorithms. Here we survey some commonly

used datasets involving gait and enlisted them in Table 2.4.

AVAMVG: The AVA Multi-View Dataset for Gait Recognition (López-

Fernández et al. 2014) contains data of 20 people walking along ten trajectories

each. Six calibrated cameras captured the database images with a resolution

of 640×480 pixels at 25fps from different views angles. The binary silhouettes

of each video sequence are also available. Castro et al. (2014) and López-

Fernández et al. (2016) used the AVAMVG dataset to recognise the human

gait in video sequences with a controlled environment. López-Fernández et al.

(2016) studied the variation in the pedestrian’s gait who walk along a curved

path.

CASIA: is comprised of four different datasets, but dataset A and B

are popular because of their practical data acquisition mode (CASIA Gait

Database 2005). Dataset A contains data of 20 participants walking at three

different angles (0◦, 45◦ and 90◦) to the camera view in an outdoor environ-

ment. On the other hand, dataset B contains 13640 indoor gait samples of

124 people captured by a network of 11 cameras. Many gait recognition works

(Nizami et al. 2010, Wu et al. 2016) have used dataset B since it captures the

pose from 11 different viewing angles separated by 18◦.
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HDA Person Dataset: HDA is a diverse multi-view video dataset ded-

icated for performance evaluation of video surveillance algorithms (Nambiar

2017). It contains 30 minutes long fully annotated image sequences obtained

using 13 indoor cameras. Some gait based pedestrian detection works (Nam-

biar 2017, Wang et al. 2016) have reported test results on HDA datasets.

i-LIDS: The Imagery Library for Intelligent Detection Systems is the U.K.

government’s benchmarking dataset for video analytics systems. The object

tracking dataset comprises of CCTV footages of 119 people at 25fps using

five cameras installed inside a busy hall. The dataset is challenging due to

occlusion scenarios and significant illumination changes. Wang et al. (2016)

evaluated their gait based reID system on i-LIDS dataset.

KinectREID: This dataset is useful for benchmarking the pedestrian de-

tection algorithms that use features obtained through the Kinect sensor: gait,

anthropometry, skeleton features and RGB-D data (Pala et al. 2015). It has

several indoor videos (of 71 people) of varying illumination conditions, viewing

angles and appearance (bags and accessories).

OU-ISIR: Iwama et al. (2012) describe it as the world’s largest gait dataset

available for performance evaluation of vision-based gait recognition. Each

participant walked 10m in front of two cameras, which were installed at a

distance of 4m from the walking course. A total of 4007 participants (2135

males and 1872 females) with ages ranging from 1 to 94 years, took part

in the study. The entire experiment was conducted indoors in a controlled

environment with no variation in the background, walking and light conditions.

Iwama et al. (2012) carried out a performance comparison of gait recognition

using state-of-the-art gait features. In addition, they studied variation in gait

recognition features with a change of gender and age group.

PETS2009: This is a common pedestrian tracking dataset that captures

different crowd activities in an outdoor environment by a multi-camera system

(Ferryman & Shahrokni 2009). Bouchrika et al. (2016) evaluated their gait

based reID system on PETS2009 dataset since it offers multi-view sequences.

SOTON: The aim of collecting collect SOTON database (Shutler et al.

2004) was to support the development of new technologies for recognising

pedestrians at a distance. It contains a small and large dataset. The small

dataset was collected with indoor scenarios, and it contains only 12 participants

with different clothing, accessories and walking speeds. The large dataset

consists of 114 participants and over 5000 samples collected in the indoor and

outdoor environments. Cunado et al. (1997), Nixon & Carter (2006), Nizami

et al. (2010) have used SOTON dataset for gait recognition.

TUM-GAID: This dataset contains audio, video and depth information

in the data recorded from 305 participants in three variations. The database

is freely available for multimodal gait recognition (Hofmann et al. 2014) and
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Table 2.4: List of publicly available gait recognition datasets.

Name Participants Scenarios Multiview No. of Cameras Resolution

AVAMVG 20 Indoor ! 6 640×480

CASIA-B 124 Indoor ! 11 210×105

HDA 85 Indoor ! 13 2560×1600 (max)

i-LIDS 119 Outdoor ! 5 576×704

KinectREID 71 Indoor ! 1 -

OU-ISIR 4007 Indoor 2 640×480

PETS2009 - Outdoor ! 8 768×576

SOTON (small) 6 Indoor 1 384×288

SOTON (large) 114 Outdoor 6 720×576

TUM-GAID 305 Indoor ! 1 640×480

USF 33 Outdoor ! 2 720×480

Vislab KS20 20 Indoor ! 1 -

human identification (Geiger et al. 2014).

USF: The USF database contains 1870 sequences acquired from 33 subjects

over four days (Sarkar et al. 2005). Some of the studies using the USF dataset

are Kale et al. (2003), Han & Bhanu (2006) and Wang et al. (2011).

Vislab KS20: This dataset comprises of multi-view Kinect skeleton (KS)

data sequences collected from 20 walking people using Kinect v2 (Nambiar

2017). Altogether it contains 300 skeleton image sequences of 20 people walk-

ing in five different directions (0◦, 30◦, 90◦, 130◦, 180◦).

There are several other datasets available for gait analysis, but only a

handful was described in this section. A larger list of existing gait datasets

is provided by Lee et al. (2013). The information about datasets may change

over time due to publishers updating the contents from time to time. We

observe that gait datasets often capture pedestrians by placing cameras at

half body height, therefore, missing the surveillance factor. Alongside the raw

data, some datasets offer binary silhouettes which are often needed for gait

analysis and otherwise difficult to extract in real-world scenarios.
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Database Formation

Our custom dataset was collected due to the absence of image databases con-

taining mobility aids (wheelchair, crutch, walking stick, walking frame and

mobility scooter) required to train an automated system for recognising mo-

bility aids. We think that a CNN based object detector trained on an image

dataset of mobility aid users can identify disabled pedestrians in uncontrolled

scenarios. The database has two parts; Image dataset and a Video dataset.

3.1 Image Dataset

There is no publicly available database suitable for training a CNN to recognise

mobility aids. Therefore, we sourced images from ImageNet, Google Images

and INRIA’s pedestrian database to create a custom dataset. This image

dataset has a total of eight classes inclusive of five mobility aids, pedestrians

and the rest (car and bicycle) act as distractors having structures similar to

those in wheelchair and mobility scooters. List of classes is provided in Ta-

ble 3.1. Five mobility aids are chosen in this study, and they make up 91% of

all the visible mobility aids that were publicly sighted during a study in New

Zealand (Burdett 2013). The rest includes guide dogs, personal assistant and

an artificial limb. From here onwards, we shall be referring to the pedestrians,

mobility aids, car and bicycle as ‘objects’.

The majority of images sourced were not labelled with ground truth. Thus,

we manually drew bounding boxes to capture objects’ size and location in the

source images. The assembled database contains 5819 images, of which 4653

images (6715 bounding boxes) were labelled manually. Two PhD students

at the school of engineering, University of Waikato, manually annotated the

database images. Image labelling was a time consuming and tedious task

as it involved drawing boxes around multiple objects in an image for 4000+

images. The image labels were later visually inspected for correctness by

drawing bounding boxes on their respective images. In total, we spent more
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than 320 hours labelling 6715 bounding boxes in 4653 images and manually

reviewing them afterwards. The labelling for database images is encoded in

Bounding Boxes (BBs) associated with a unique class identifier (ID). Such BBs

are labelled objects from each class in the images and known as the Ground

Truth information during this study. We used MATLAB as a software tool

during the labelling process and defined a list of labelling rules:

• Each BB is drawn so that it completely and tightly encloses the object.

• If an object is partially occluded, the BB is drawn estimating the whole

body extent.

• When an objects extends beyond the image borders, BB’s are cropped

to the image boundaries.

• A unique ID is associated with each class as shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Details of custom built mobility aids dataset

Class ID No. of BBs Median Height

Wheelchair 0 1672 155

Crutch 1 1266 240

Walking Frame 2 671 456

Walking Stick 3 1119 231

Mobility Scooter 4 699 464

Car 5 1562 140

Person 6 8209 154

Bicycle 7 983 187

Total 16181 180

The object labels and bounding box locations were visually checked one by

one by drawing bounding boxes on top of database images using a computer

program. Once annotated, the bounding box information (location and size)

for all labelled objects in an image, was saved in a label (.txt) file. Table 3.1

presents the statistical characterization of the database, while Figure 3.1 shows

a few examples of image labelling. Our dataset also covers a vast range of

objects’ BB heights: from 7 to 2651 pixels.

Our dataset is designed to contain images of mobility aids with and without

persons using them. We observed that a disabled person (the mobility aid

user) often appears alongside the mobility aid in the images. This overlap

complicates the process of bounding box annotation for training images causing

the same object to appear in both bounding boxes. However, this depicts the

real-world situations where the disabled person or mobility aid often occlude

each other’s appearance.
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(a) Labelling example 1 (b) Example 1 ground truth

(c) Labelling example 2 (d) Example 2 ground truth

(e) Labelling example 3 (f) Example 3 ground truth

Figure 3.1: BB labelling and ground truth examples

All the images are in .jpeg file format and there is label file (.txt file) for

each image with a line for each ground truth object in the image that looks

like: [object-class(class ID), x, y, width, height]. Where centre coordinates

(x, y), width, and height are relative to the image’s width and height.
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3.2 Video Dataset

In addition to the image dataset, an outdoor surveillance video data set was

developed to test the system’s performance. These surveillance videos were ei-

ther provided by Stantec NZ or collected with the help of two cameras installed

at the congregation place of disabled and older people. Approximately 32 peo-

ple participated in the data collection, most of them appearing in more than

one camera. Permission to share the video data publicly is limited to parties

specified in Section 2(g) of the Ethics Approval Document. It is mandatory for

pedestrian faces to be blurred or blacked out in reporting results to preserve

anonymity.

3.2.1 Video set 1

Stantec NZ helped us in acquiring the surveillance videos from different parts

of Hamilton City. The combined length of those videos is 266 minutes, and

their details are provided in Table 3.2. These videos depict real-life scenarios

and captured healthy pedestrians and mobility aid users as they appear. This

dataset was only used to verify the counts of healthy and disabled pedestrians,

and results have been reported in chapter 6. Videos were processed by the

Stantec’s provided computer at their premises. These videos provided counts

of people who were in the video, and the system estimated the number of counts

using the proposed algorithm. We believe that location and infrastructure are

vital in dictating the frequency of disabled people showing up in a camera feed.

For example, a place near a hospital or retirement village is likely to host more

mobility aid users than city centre or near sports arenas.

3.2.2 Video set 2

In a separate round of video collection experiments, Stroke Foundation NZ

helped us to get access to the participants (mobility aid users and older peo-

ple) at their monthly congregation place. Ethics approval was granted by the

Human Research Ethics Sub-committee at the Faculty of Science and Engi-

neering, University of Waikato and we followed the procedures outlined in the

ethics approval. Informed written consent was obtained from participants af-

ter a briefing on the project and the need for video data. See Appendix B for

a sample of the consent form for participants.

Videos were collected with the help of two SOYAL LIZM40S200 outdoor

HD (1920 × 1080) cameras installed near the entrance of the Hamilton Marist

Rugby Football Club. To obtain the surveillance angle and outdoor environ-

ment, cameras were mounted at the height of 10ft on pillars at the hall entrance

(see Figure 3.2). Table 3.2 summarises the details of the video recordings.
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Table 3.2: Video sets 1, 2 and 3

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

No. of videos 24 84 13

Collection Year 2013, 2014, 2017 2016, 2017 2017

No. of participants 22 10

Resolution various1 1920 × 1080 1920 × 1080

Total duration 4h 26m 17s 18m 39s 37m 22s

Total pedestrian appearances 2976 173 353

Mobility Aids appearances 11 40 69

Wheelchair 6 14 22

Crutch 1 0 18

Walking Frame 0 5 0

Walking Stick 4 21 16

Mobility Scooter 0 0 13

1 1920 × 1080, 768 × 576, 720 × 480, 616 × 462, 474 × 356, 387 × 288

3.2.3 Video set 3

These videos were recorded within the campus with mobility aids borrowed

from the medical centre and participants mocking the movements by mobility

aid users. Two SOYAL LIZM40S200 cameras captured pedestrians in front on

and side on views so that the videos can be used for gait analysis and CNN

based mobility aid detection system. Figure 3.3 shows the position where one

of the surveillance cameras was installed and Figure 3.4 displays one frame for

each camera. Table 3.2 displays the quantitative information about the set 3

videos.

(a) View 1 (b) View 2

Figure 3.2: Snapshots of the sequences (set 2)
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Figure 3.3: Camera setup to record movements

(a) View 1 (b) View 2

Figure 3.4: Snapshots of the sequences (set 3)



Chapter 4

Gait Analysis of Healthy and

Disabled Pedestrians

Over the last two decades, many gait analysis techniques have been proposed

for person identification. A number of factors that may affect the gait of a

pedestrian, including gender (Hu et al. 2011), injuries to body parts, whether

they are carrying a heavy load (Choudhury & Tjahjadi 2015) and potentially

their mood. The majority of gait analysis approaches described in section 2.3

targeted recognition of humans in the video, action recognition and gender

classification but lack application towards disabled person identification. The

lateral walking view has been a preferred choice of researchers because it cap-

tures gait information better than in the frontal view (Lee et al. 2013). The

lateral view captures considerable variation in the gait due to legs and hands

extending to their maximum distances during the walk. Self-occlusion and

perspective distortion are also minimal in lateral views. Motion from a plane

perpendicular to this, the front on view, is a special case as silhouette vari-

ations are smaller. While it is useful to devise gait recognition algorithms

that work in all environments, the algorithm design complications prevent us

from considering the frontal view. Therefore our automated gait recognition

is limited to analysing pedestrians with the side-on view.

A competent observer can pick a disabled person by appearance (if a visible

mobility aid is in use) or by observing gait (in the case of a limp). Even without

3D information, an observer can also identify a disabled person by monitoring

the subject’s movement in a monocular video of human walk. This chapter

focuses on identifying distinguishing features in human gait, which hopefully

can enable automated detection of disabled persons from videos. There is

a good chance that a time series analysis of body part motion will depict

abnormality sensed by the human cognition. During this study, we examined

the temporal behaviour of head and leg positions of pedestrians by extending

the gait analysis technique proposed by Fujiyoshi et al. (2004). The authors
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(ibid.) used the star skeletonisation technique to extract and analyse gait

signals for leading and trailing legs only, but this obfuscates the action of a

single leg.

For consistency, we name legs of pedestrian as Leg 1 and Leg 2 which

represent the front and the rear leg during a side-on walking view, respectively.

The left and right legs terminology is avoided as those depend on which way

the person is walking. For the purpose of this thesis, we require the gait

signal for separated legs, i.e., Leg 1 and Leg 2. Therefore, the joint gait signal

produced by legs was separated into two, one each corresponding to a leg. The

signal for leading (and trailing) leg is actually a combination of the leg 1 and

the leg 2 signals at different times whereas we would like to split it up into the

leg 1 and the leg 2 signals. So half the leading leg and half of the trailing leg

makes up the leg 1 and opposite way around to make the leg 2. The new set

of gait signals can better illustrate the contribution of legs in human walking

style. In the later part of this chapter, we manually marked the dynamic parts

of the walker in surveillance videos to extract the gait signal for identifying

any discerning features to detect a disabled person. Our main contributions

are as follows:

• Improvement of the gait extraction technique (Fujiyoshi et al. 2004) to

generate gait signatures for individual legs. For indoor videos, our gait

extraction technique does not require binary silhouettes, instead com-

puting them using the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).

• Answering the question “is there a discriminating feature in the gait

signal that can help to categorise a disabled person from healthy?”

4.1 Automated Approach

The topic of disability being less investigated means that there is much less

training and testing video data available on the internet. Surveillance videos

capture a limited number of disabled pedestrians since the majority of these

people tend to stay at home, and approximately 1% (Burdett 2015) of New

Zealand’s population uses a mobility aid for travel at any particular time.

Therefore, a dedicated video dataset was recorded that involved healthy and

disable person movements with the same camera angle and background. De-

tails of video datasets are provided in Section 3.2.

This section investigates the possibility of an automated approach to ob-

taining gait signals which were manually extracted in the previous section.

The automated task was divided into silhouette extraction, skeletonisation and
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gait analysis phases. Figure 4.1 shows the pipeline of our proposed algorithm,

which is detailed in the following sections.

Figure 4.1: Proposed pipeline for gait analysis

4.1.1 Silhouette Extraction

It can be difficult to analyse the nature of human motion without extracting

the silhouette motion. A human silhouette is a two-dimensional, solid shaped

and monocular cutout image with its edges matching the outline of a person.

A static background or pre-extracted silhouettes are often preferred as a first

step towards building a gait analysis algorithms. CASIA-B dataset (CASIA

Gait Database 2005) was used for an indoor set of experiments, and silhouettes

were provided as part of the database. In outdoor videos where the camera

and the background are static, the pedestrian silhouettes were extracted using

a person detector (YOLO) and foreground extraction (Stauffer & Grimson

1999). YOLO is responsible for identifying pedestrians in a video frame while

foreground subtraction is needed to crop the silhouette out from the YOLO’s

bounding box.

YOLO is a general-purpose object detector, and a pre-trained model is

available at the author’s website1. YOLO takes a video frame as input and af-

ter processing, calculates five predictions associated with an object’s bounding

boxes: centre of the object (x,y), width (w), height (h), and confidence value.

Inside YOLO, a CNN performs the detection task with its initial convolutional

layers extracting features from the image while fully connected layers predicted

class probabilities and object coordinates. YOLO’s code was tweaked to sup-

press detections for all classes except the person class and to store the bounding

box information, frame number and confidence values to a local text file. Fig-

ure 4.2a shows an example detection by YOLO. The resulting bounding box

serves as the region of interest (ROI) to be segmented into human silhouette

and background. Human detection by YOLO filters out a significant portion

of the image that contains non-human objects, thus narrowing down the search

window for foreground segmentation by GMM.

GMM (Stauffer & Grimson 1999) is a multi-valued background model able

to cope with multiple background objects. This model is capable of handling

1https://pjreddie.com/darknet/yolov2/

https://pjreddie.com/darknet/yolov2/
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moving backgrounds in outdoor scenarios like tree leaf movement, rain, snow

or sea wave movement. The probability of observing a certain pixel s value at

time t is,

P (Is,t) =
K∑
i=1

wi(s, t) N(µi(s, t), σi(s, t)) , (4.1)

where N(µi(s, t), σi(s, t)) is the ith Gaussian model and wi(s, t) is its weight.

K is the number of Gaussian distributions (usually between three and five)

deemed to describe only one of the observable background objects. At each

frame time t, the best matching distribution is updated with the new observed

value Is,t and model parameters are updated as follows,

wi(s, t) = (1− α)wi(s, t− 1) + α , (4.2)

µi(s, t) = (1− ρ)µi(s, t− 1) + ρ Is,t , (4.3)

σ2
i (s, t) = (1− ρ)σ2

i (s, t− 1) + ρ d(Is,t, µi(s, t)) , (4.4)

where α is a user-defined learning rate, ρ is a second learning rate and d is the

distance between the current image and background model B defined as,

d = |IRs,t −BR
s,t| + |IGs,t −BG

s,t| + |IBs,t −BB
s,t|. (4.5)

Parameters µ and σ of unmatched distributions remain the same while

their weight is reduced to (1 − α)wi(s, t − 1) to achieve decay. Whenever no

component matches a colour Is,t, the one with the lowest weight is replaced by

a Gaussian with mean Is,t, a large initial variance and a small weight. Once

every Gaussian has been updated, the K distributions are ordered by weight

and only the H most reliable ones are chosen as part of the background namely,

H = arg min
h

h∑
i=1

wi > τ, (4.6)

where τ is an assigned threshold. Those pixels whose colour value is located

outside of 2.5 standard deviations of every H distribution are considered as

foreground pixels and are labelled “in motion”. Finally, the pedestrian mask

is obtained by cropping the background-subtracted image for each bounding

box locations predicted by YOLO (shown in Figure 4.2b).

4.1.2 Skeletonisation and Gait Signal

The next step is to localise the head and legs position in order to observe

the gait signal. The skeletonisation approach suggested by Fujiyoshi et al.

(2004) can detect, segment and skeletonise the moving targets to locate head,

centroid and legs position in videos with static and simplified backgrounds.

The authors (ibid.) calculated two gait signals for legs based on their leading
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(a) Pedestrian detection using YOLO (b) Pedestrian mask after GMM+YOLO

operation

Figure 4.2: Silhouette extraction using YOLO and GMM

or trailing status and classified moving targets as human and non-human based

on their gait signatures.

We adopted the above mentioned gait extraction technique because it is

independent of object size and unlike model based gait approaches, this method

does not require a prior human model. Since our goal is to differentiate between

healthy and disabled pedestrians among the pedestrian class therefore a YOLO

implementation preceded the GMM operation for localising pedestrians. We

also enhanced the original technique so it can extract a dedicated gait signal

for each leg which is needed to spot a variation between two legs in case of a

disabled pedestrian (see details in subsection 4.1.3).

The star skeletonisation of the pedestrian can be performed by following

the steps listed below.

1. Clean the pedestrian mask by applying image morphological operations.

Extract the outline of the resulting silhouette using a border following

algorithm (see Figure 4.3a).

2. Estimate the centroid (xc, yc) of the pedestrian mask by calculating,

xc =
1

Nb

Nb∑
k=1

xk (4.7)

and

yc =
1

Nb

Nb∑
k=1

yk , (4.8)

where Nb is the total number of boundary pixels and (xk, yk) is a pixel

on the boundary of the object. Figure 4.3b shows the location of the

centroid in the silhouette.
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(a) Border Extraction (b) Centroid location (c) Distance from centroid

(d) Distance signal plot versus border position (e) Skeleton model

Figure 4.3: Star skeletonization of a detected pedestrian.

3. Calculate the distance dk of border points (xk, yk) from the centroid

(xc, yc) by

dk =

√
(xk − xc)2 + (yk − yc)2 . (4.9)

The distance signal is a one dimensional vector and it is plotted versus the

border location on the horizontal axis (see Figure 4.3c and Figure 4.3d).

4. Find the local maxima in the distance signal. The location of maxima

indicates the extremal points of the silhouette, which represent the loca-

tion of a head and two legs (Figure 4.3e).

A skeleton with two legs and a torso was formed by connecting extremal

points to the centroid of silhouette. To analyse the gait, legs and torso angles

(Figure 4.3c) with the vertical axis can also be computed and analysed as

time-series data. The following gait features in the temporal domain were also

observed in this research:

• Leg position and velocity.

• Head position and velocity.

• Leg and head angle with respect to the vertical axis (θ1 and θ2).
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4.1.3 Gait Signal for Legs Movement

Fujiyoshi et al. (2004) observed that both legs contributed to the leg angle

signal in an alternating fashion based on leading and trailing status. In one

complete walking cycle, a leg can change its status from leading to trailing

and vice versa. Such a gait signal can classify between human and non-human

objects but lacks a continuous stream of data corresponding to each leg to

monitor its movement patterns. Therefore, the leading and trailing set of

signals need to be broken down into gait signals for individual legs (referred to

as leg 1 and leg 2). These splintered signals improved indicators for anomalous

walking behaviour. The process of signal split (for the target moving from right

to left of the screen) is summarised as:

1. Extract leg angle data θ1 and θ2 as shown in Figure 4.4. Here, θ1(t) and

θ2(t) refer to leading and trailing leg angles, respectively, both measured

from the vertical axis, are given by,

θ1 = arctan

(
DE

CE

)
(4.10)

θ2 = arctan

(
EF

CE

)
(4.11)

and

θh = arctan

(
AB

BC

)
(4.12)

The plot of θ1(t) in Figure 4.5 resembles the shape of | sin(t)| plot.

2. Identify time instants (t = tn, where n = 1, 2, 3, ..., N) when both legs

overlap and appear inline with the vertical axis. This occurs at the local

minima of |θ1(t)| or |θ2(t)| so, define a rectangular wave S(t) as,

S(t) = u(t) + 2
N∑

n=1

(−1)n u(t− n) , (4.13)

where u(t) is the unit step function.

3. Calculate new signals α1 and α2as,

α1(t) = θ1(t)S(t) + θ2(t)(¬S(t)), (4.14)

and

α2(t) = θ2(t)S(t) + θ1(t)(¬S(t)). (4.15)

The above methodology is similar to converting the absolute value of a

sine to sine itself.
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4. Track the extremal points in Figure 4.3e to generate the gait signals

for head and leg movements. The trailing and leading leg signals are

converted to individual leg signals by following step 3.

Figure 4.4: Skeleton model to compute leg and head angles

4.1.4 Testing Gait Signal Generation

The automated generation of gait signals was tested on indoor videos acquired

from The Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CASIA-B)

(CASIA Gait Database 2005) gait dataset. The dataset contains 13640 indoor

gait samples of 124 people in 11 different viewing angles separated by 18◦. Since

the algorithm targets pedestrians with side-on camera view, test videos only

had pedestrians walking with a side-on view. The dataset offers a sufficient

number of test videos for testing a gait algorithm, however, it is a controlled

environment that is, no variation in lightning, static and simple background,

no shadows and free of occlusion.

Results (Figure 4.5) show the successful operation for retrieving leg signals

(angles) of a healthy person and has a correlation of −0.96 depicting highly

symmetrical but out-of-phase movement. Figure 4.5a shows the gait signals

for leading and trailing legs. An approximate 50% samples in these signals

are contributed by leg 1 and remaining by leg 2. Figure 4.5b shows the out-

come of the proposed method to retrieve gait signal for each leg. The results

are consistent when the algorithm was applied to the other pedestrian walk-

ing videos with the same viewing angle. Later on, the same experiment was

repeated on outdoor videos containing healthy and disabled pedestrians to ob-

tain leg positions over time (see Figure 4.6). Correlation between leg 1 and
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leg 2 gait signals was calculated and resulted in −0.93 and −0.92 for a healthy

and disabled person, respectively. The negative sign in correlation shows that

gait signals are 180◦ out-of-phase gait signals due to the movement of legs in

opposite directions.

(a) Leading and trailing legs gait (b) Gait signals for individual legs

Figure 4.5: Leg signals of a healthy person in indoor environment

(a) Healthy person (b) Disabled person

Figure 4.6: Gait signals (leg angles) in outdoor environment

4.1.5 Discussion

In the skeletonisation scheme, leg angles are estimated from the orientation

of lines joining the lower extremal points with the centroid and vertical ref-

erence line, as shown in Figure 4.3e. Although angular information lacked

distinguishing features, skeletonisation can help us analyse other motion fea-

tures like position and velocity of legs. The fact that the lower 20% portion of

the human body contributes 80% in human recognition by gait (Sarkar et al.

2005) implies that leg movements can contain useful gait information. Head
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angle and position could also be investigated for gait signal. However, our

experiments (in Section 4.2) revealed that the head exhibits translational mo-

tion, and its gait signal is too sensitive (noisy) due to fluctuations caused by

rotations and minor head movements. Furthermore, the head point is a single

source for its gait signal while leg data is contributed by two sources (Leg 1

and Leg 2 in our case) making it less prone to inaccurate readings compared

to the head data. Therefore, we focused more on the leg signals, and the head

signal was dropped and not presented here.

It is observed in Figure 4.6 that the technique for extracting the gait signal

performs poorly on the outdoor videos while it performs well on indoor video

dataset, but they lack disabled pedestrians. Six indoor videos (each having

one person in it) were analysed, and results were consistent with the plots

shown in Figure 4.5. Four videos (each having one person in it) were analysed,

and none of them showed a consistent gait signal (see Figure 4.6). The gait

signals for outdoor videos showed a large amount of noise and lacked a unique

cyclic pattern that can serve as a template or a reference chart when analysing

the motion of pedestrians for outdoor scenes. It is also hard to identify a

strangeness in motion patterns for a disabled person (Figure 4.6b) from a

healthy person (Figure 4.6a).

The inaccuracies in pedestrian localisation by YOLO and the presence

of shadow are responsible for noise in the gait signal. In outdoor environ-

ments, shadow often appears as part of the pedestrian and moves along the

target (person), thus affecting the GMM performance. According to YOLO’s

authors (Redmon & Farhadi 2017), localisation errors account for more of

YOLO’s errors than all other sources combined. Therefore, the bounding box

prediction by YOLO may include unwanted space and shadows around the

pedestrian that leads to poor skeletonisation and gait signal. These errors re-

sult in inaccurate centroid estimations and error propagates in head/legs angle

(and position) computations resulting in gait signal less reliable for detecting

abnormal walking behaviour.

The type of mobility aid, including wheelchair, mobility scooter and walk-

ing frame, also contributed to the failure of the proposed technique. These

mobility aids occlude the lower portion of the pedestrians, and as a result,

the pedestrian detector (YOLO) can only detect the visible (upper portion)

of the pedestrian. In such cases, the star skeletonisation technique (Fujiyoshi

et al. 2004) can not estimate the position of legs required for gait analysis.

An example is shown in Figure 4.7. Due to the above reasons, the gait signal

was not observable, and therefore the method was abandoned. The gait can

also help identify wheelchair and mobility scooter users if the system can accu-

rately locate the toe or ankle of the disabled pedestrian. Because a wheelchair
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or mobility scooter user does not move his/her legs, therefore, the stride length

and leg velocity feature will stay constant (with a little noise) throughout the

walking cycle. In such a case, the absence of gait itself indicates a mobility

aid with wheels.

Figure 4.7: Mobility aid hiding the pedestrian’s leg

The question that, “is there a discriminating feature in gait signal that can

help to categorise disabled person from healthy?” remains unanswered. This

leads us to manually segment the location of legs and head in video frames over

time, and results are reported in subsection 4.2.1. The shape of gait signals

was found consistent for pedestrians appearing in multiple videos moving in

fronto-parallel directions.

4.2 Manual Gait Extraction

We chose a set of nine videos from our video database to manually mark the

position of legs (named as leg 1 and leg 2), centroid and head of the walker.

These videos captured pedestrians walking with the side-on view. A MATLAB

program was employed to load the test video that asked the user to mark the

above locations on the video frames successively. A total of 1954 video frames

from nine video footages were marked without skipping any frame. Figure 4.8

shows an example of manual markings and a snapshot of numerical time-series

data. In order to extract the leg positions, heels were marked; for centroid, an

approximate centre point was marked; and for head location, the crown region

was marked. For convenience, we declare the front leg as leg 1 and rear leg as

leg 2. Marked locations were later saved in a local file for further analysis. We

consider that centroid location may not be suitable for a reliable outcome due

to limitations in locating the exact centre of the body.
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Figure 4.8: Manual marking of walker’s head, centroid and legs

The spatial locations of the head and legs were plotted to spot their con-

tribution in the gait signal. Figure 4.9 shows the motion profile of the walker,

and it can be observed that the head undergoes a translation motion. At the

same time, legs movements are comprised of translational and oscillatory com-

ponents. The fact that a disabled pedestrian’s walking style is different from

that of healthy people implies that their leg movements will show a distinctive

pattern which can lead to segregating the disabled pedestrians from a group of

healthy and disabled people. In order to observe the leg’s movement, the hor-

izontal (stride length) and vertical (velocity) components of the motion have

been studied. Stride length is defined as the horizontal distance between the

two ankles while vertical velocity is the time rate of change of the vertical dis-

placement. In addition to these features, the cross correlation was calculated

to measure the similarity of leg 1 and leg 2 velocity signals as a function of

time-lag.

Consider (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) represent the spatial locations of leg 1 and

leg 2, respectively then the gait features can be described as,

Stride Length = S = |x2 − x1| (4.16)

V ertical V elocity = V =
dy

dt
(4.17)

Cross Correlation = R =

∫ ∞
−∞

V1(t) V2(t+ τ) dτ (4.18)

where V1 and V2 represent the vertical velocities of leg 1 and leg 2, respec-

tively. A plot of stride length and vertical velocities versus time is shown in

Figure 4.10. If n is an even number denoting the total number of strides in a
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Figure 4.9: Motion profile of a walker

walk sequence, then vectors containing the stride lengths can be defined as,

T = [T1, T2, T3, ..., Tn
2
] (4.19)

and

B = [B1, B2, B3, ..., Bn
2
] (4.20)

such that Ti ≥ Bj ∀ j = 1, 2, 3, ...,
n

2
. Now the variation in stride length (dS)

can be calculated as,

∆S =

1−

n
2∑

s=1

Bs

n
2∑

s=1

Ts

× 100%. (4.21)

Figure 4.10: Gait features of a walker

Consider A1i and A2i representing the amplitude of leg 1 and leg 2 velocities

during the ith gait cycle. A gait cycle “starts when one foot makes contact

with the ground and ends when that same foot contacts the ground again”
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(Farlex 2012). For each leg, the average amplitude (Ā1 and Ā2) is calculated

by averaging amplitudes of all gait cycles. The variation in vertical velocity

can be estimated by comparing the mean amplitudes for relative difference,

and mathematically defined as,

∆V =
|Ā1 − Ā2|

max(Ā1, Ā2)
× 100%, (4.22)

where,

Ā1 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

A1i, (4.23)

Ā2 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

A2i (4.24)

and

N =
n

2
. (4.25)

To combine variations in gait signals (∆S,∆V ) and R, a net score metric is

defined as,

Net Score =
R

∆S + ∆V
(4.26)

4.2.1 Results and Discussion

To observe the variation in gait features, stride length and vertical velocities

of participants in our video dataset were plotted. A comparison between a

healthy and a disabled pedestrian’s gait signals is shown in Figures 4.11, 4.12

and 4.13. It can be observed in Figure 4.11 that stride length peaks are consis-

tent for a healthy person, while, those for a disabled person have alternating

shorter peaks. This trend shows that the participant is taking a regular-sized

stride and a shorter stride in an alternating manner, thus indicating an abnor-

mality with one leg (leg 1 to be precise).

Similarly, the velocity charts in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 indicate that leg 1 of

the pedestrian is moving slower than leg 2, and therefore shows an abnormal

movement. Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Figure 4.14 show the variation in gait

features extracted from videos having healthy and disabled pedestrians. It

is observed that healthy people have smaller variation in stride length and

vertical velocities when compared with those of disabled pedestrians. The

small variation in a healthy person’s gait features shows that both legs move

identically in horizontal and vertical directions. In contrast, a disabled person

legs lack an identical motion either in a horizontal direction or vertical direction

or both.
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(a) Healthy Person (b) Disabled Person

Figure 4.11: Stride Length Comparison

(a) Healthy Person (b) Disabled Person

Figure 4.12: Velocity Comparison

The manual marking experiments were performed on the nine video clips

(each having one person) from the outdoor surveillance video set explained in

subsection 3.2.2. Out of nine individuals, three were healthy, three people who

only had a limp but did not use a mobility aid and three people using a mobility

aid. Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Figure 4.14 show the observed values of ∆S, ∆V

and R for all nine individuals and we see that healthy scores are noticeably

different from the rest. Figure 4.14 and Table 4.2 represent the Table 4.1 in a

different manner. Figure 4.14 is just Table 4.1 shown as a figure. Table 4.2 is

showing the mean and standard deviation over the subcategories in Table 4.1.

We can see that there are significant differences between healthy and disabled

people on ∆S and ∆V measurements but not so much on R measurement.
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(a) Healthy Person (b) Disabled Person

Figure 4.13: Velocity Comparison Charts

Table 4.1: Variation of gait features for healthy and disabled pedestrians

Table 4.2: Mean and standard deviation of gait signals of healthy and disabled

people

Healthy Disabled

∆S 15% ± 1% 40% ± 12%

∆V 4% ± 2% 37% ± 22%

R 87% ± 4% 77% ± 6%

Net Score 4.68 ± 0.60 1.13 ± 0.43

So we calculated p − value test on R measurements for healthy and disabled

(limb and mobility aids) categories. At 95% confidence, it rejected the null

hypothesis implying that samples are distributed with two different means,

but there is some overlap in values.
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Figure 4.14: Variation in gait features

4.3 Summary

Gait recognition procedures are affected by the variation in environmental

constraints, viewing angle, occlusions, shadows, an imperfection in foreground

modelling, object segmentation and silhouette extraction. We experimented on

video data of moving pedestrians to investigate the presence of a disabled per-

son by automated and manual analysis of head and leg data. The automated

system failed to recognise a disabled person from its gait due to imperfections

in segmentation. YOLO’s localisation error restricts the automated system to

show impressive results. However, results from the manual localisation suggest

that there is enough information in the gait signal to characterise a healthy

motion given a set of gait signatures. Gait signals of a healthy pedestrian are

cyclic, even functions and deterministic in the pattern. In contrast, those of

disabled pedestrian differ from the standard pattern and deviation depends on

the type of disability and mobility aid used.

A two-dimensional gait signal representing the head movement lacks the

distinguishing features to identify an abnormality in disabled person’s gait. A

viewer can observe a periodic disturbance in the spatial movement constituted

by the head and the type of disturbance depends on the nature of the disability.

Therefore, a 3D signal is needed for gait analysis.

We believe that automated human joints detection can significantly im-

prove gait signal, which may lead to a reliable system for disabled person de-

tection. CNN based systems (Cao et al. 2018) have shown encouraging results

in identifying joint locations and connecting them to form a skeleton model

for human objects. Such a system can localise the body parts accurately and

capable of producing better results than traditional gait techniques.
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Mobility Aid Detection

In Chapter 4, we extracted motion information crucial for differentiating a

disabled person from a healthy person from videos. Manual extraction of

gait signals revealed that there is useful information in the gait of a walking

person for detecting unusual movement patterns. However, an automated

scheme failed to reproduce the same information due to the problem of shadow

and inaccurate segmentation of the pedestrian’s silhouette. Now we adopt a

different approach and explore the potential of a CNN (YOLO) for detecting

mobility aids and pedestrians in videos. CNNs require large image datasets for

training and numerous object detection applications have been developed that

extensively employ pattern recognition capabilities of CNN. In the literature,

we have not found any working software or an intelligent system that can

identify both mobility aids and pedestrians in outdoor videos. This led us

to form an image database of mobility aids and person that can be used for

training a neural network. Details about the image dataset can be found in

Chapter 3.

In this chapter, a single-stage CNN-based framework (YOLO) is proposed

for pedestrian and mobility aid detection in RGB videos. The detection system

is integrated with object tracking, data association and a counting module (as

detailed in Chapter 6). The flowchart , Figure 5.1 describes the design concept

of the whole system.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 is the description of the

image dataset used for the CNN training. In Section 5.2 the proposed neural

network, its architecture and training phase is detailed, with the evaluation of

the proposed mobility aid detection system presented in Section 5.3.
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5.1 Training Dataset

The current publicly available image databases lack images of mobility aids

annotated with ground truth information (bounding boxes). The data acqui-

sition and labelling add a step towards the system design for mobility aids

detection. Our custom dataset of mobility aid images was collected from mul-

tiple sources and was labelled manually (see Section 3.1). The image dataset

has a total of eight classes inclusive of five mobility aids, pedestrians and the

rest (car and bicycle) act as distractors having structures similar to those in

wheelchair and mobility scooters. The training images from different cate-

gories are not self exclusive; that is, the training images for mobility aids often

contain the person using them or nearby objects in the scene, which may or

may not belong to classes in our image database. See Figure 3.1 and Figure 5.2

show some examples of multiple classes appearing in one image.

The location and size of objects (of eight classes) were recorded in terms of

bounding boxes by following a list of labelling rules defined in Section 3.1. For

each image file, a label file (text file) was generated that contained bounding

box information in the format that Darknet (YOLO) uses. Each line in the

label file corresponds to a BB of an object in the image and looks like: [object-

class(class ID), x, y, width, height]. Here (x, y) give the centroid of the BB,

and width and height are dimensions of the BB. All of these numbers are

scaled between 0 and 1 relative to the image’s width and height. Figure 3.1

shows a few examples of images in the database and their label files.

Images are picked randomly to divide the dataset into three sets being

training, validation and test images. YOLO does not require validation images

at the training phase but uses a loss function based on the prediction box

overlap with the ground truth. A portion of the database images (validation)

was reserved for later use or for validating another CNN model if YOLO does

not perform well. YOLO showed a satisfactory performance; therefore, we

combined validation and test images into one category to test the mobility

aid detector. Results are shown in section 5.3. Figure 5.2 shows some sample

images taken from the training dataset. Test images comprise 22% of the total

image dataset size used in this research. This breakdown is shown in Table 5.1.

5.2 Mobility Aid Detector

The YOLO object detector was selected for detecting mobility aids in the

video frames or images. In a comparison study (Redmon & Farhadi 2018),

it outperformed modern CNN based object detectors on a processing time

basis and has a comparable mean average precision. YOLO is flexible in terms
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Figure 5.2: A sample of mobility aid images for training CNN

Table 5.1: Number of Images containing objects of specific classes

Object Type Training Testing Total

Wheelchair 931 250 1181

Crutch 514 205 719

Walking Frame 513 135 648

Walking Stick 573 155 728

Mobility Scooter 512 140 652

Person 324 95 419

Car 663 175 838

Bicycle 500 134 634

Total 4530 1289 5819

of retraining the network for custom image datasets, given the configuration

and labelled image data. YOLO is capable of processing videos in offline and

real-time modes.

A YOLOv3 network is a hybrid approach that combines Darknet-19 and

residual neural networks (ResNet). Darknet refers to an open-source neural

network framework written in C and CUDA, and the fact that YOLOv2 had
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19 convolutional layers, the network was named Darknet-19. The new net-

work is named Darknet-53 because it has 53 convolutional layers. Redmon

& Farhadi (2018) trained YOLOv2, YOLOv3, ResNet-101 and ResNet-152 on

the ImageNet data with identical training and test settings. Darknet-53 per-

formed better than ResNet-101 and was 1.5 times faster, and it showed similar

performance to ResNet-152 at two times faster inference time. Darknet-19 and

Darknet-53 network structures are shown in Figure 5.3.

(a) Darknet-19 (YOLOv2) (b) Darknet-53 (YOLOv3)

Figure 5.3: Network architectures of YOLO

5.2.1 Network Predictions

Modern CNN based detectors use anchor boxes to fit the location, size and

dimension of objects they specialize in predicting. Setting up anchor boxes’

width and height can be tricky and many modern CNN detectors (Ren et al.

2015, Liu et al. 2016) choose the anchor boxes’ size and aspect ratio by hand.

Instead of choosing anchor boxes by hand, YOLO runs k-means clustering

on bounding boxes of the training set to automatically find optimal anchor

boxes. Redmon & Farhadi (2017) found that using a standard k-means with

Euclidean distance is not an adequate metric as it generates more error for

larger boxes than smaller boxes. Therefore, an IOU based distance metric was

formulated as it is independent of the size of the box. The distance metric is

defined as,

d = 1− IOU (5.1)
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The network predicts location and dimensions for each bounding box along

with an objectness score for each bounding box using logistic regression. This

should be 1 if the anchor box overlaps an object more than any other anchor

box while a prediction is ignored if the anchor box is not the best fit but does

overlap a ground truth object by more than some threshold.

During the training phase, YOLO resizes images to extract features at

multiple scales. The last layer predicts a three-dimensional tensor encoding

bounding box, objectness and class predictions. In our experiments, the output

tensor shape is N × N × [3 × (4 + 1 + 8)] for predicting 4 bounding box

offsets, 1 objectness prediction, and 8 class predictions at 3 scales (resolutions).

Here N is the grid size which refers to all possible locations for the bounding

box. Objectness is the likelihood that a given anchor box encloses an object

belonging to any class in the training dataset while class prediction is the

conditional probability of a particular class given that there is an object. The

objectness prediction and class prediction scores are combined into one final

score that tells us the probability that the bounding box contains a specific

type of object.

5.2.2 Bounding Box Prediction

The loss function used for training uses the sum of squared error for bounding

box regression and binary cross entropy (BCE) (Godoy 2018) for object classi-

fication to help improve detection accuracy. The loss function for the YOLOv3

is not mentioned in detail by the author in the YOLOv3 paper (Redmon &

Farhadi 2018). However, the loss calculation is understood by looking at the

source code1 and referring to online blogs. There are four parts of the loss

function,

1. The adjustment parameters of the BB’s centre point x and y using sum

of squared error loss,

2. The adjustment parameters of the BB’s width and height using sum of

squared error loss,

3. BCE loss term of objectness/confidence score of a bounding box. The

confidence scores reflect how confident the model is that the box contains

an object and also how accurate it thinks the box is that it predicts.

4. BCE of multi-class predictions of a bounding box

Let the ground truth for some coordinate prediction be t then the gradient

is the ground truth value (computed from the ground truth box) minus the

1YOLOv3 source code is available at https://pjreddie.com/darknet/yolo/
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network’s prediction t̂, i.e., t − t̂. The loss function uses a mask (1obj
i and

1noobj
i ) for each cell to punish the network if it predicts an object in a cell when

there was not any. 1obj
i is 1 for cells having an object in them and 0 for other

no-object cells. 1noobj
i is the inverse of 1obj

i and it is 1 when there is no object

in the cell i and 0 elsewhere.

For the purpose of our study, we added a subroutine to the YOLO coding

package for saving the predictions inside a text file that will be used later during

tracking and counting modules. The detections file records the following set

of information for each frame,

• Frame number

• Object label for example wheelchair, car and person.

• Four coordinates for each bounding box [x, y, width, height]. Where

(x, y) indicate the upper-left corner of the rectangle, and the width and

height specify the size.

• The likelihood that the bounding box contains a specific type of object

5.2.3 Class Prediction

In our training dataset, there are many overlapping labels (i.e., wheelchair and

person) in one bounding box. Similar situations can occur in test images and

videos where multiple objects can overlap and appear at the same location.

To address this issue YOLO network relies on independent logistic classifiers

for multilabel classification. Multiple logistic regressions are better for mod-

elling multiclass data than a softmax which assumes that each box has objects

belonging to precisely one class (Redmon & Farhadi 2017).

5.2.4 Training

For training, we adapted the “transfer learning” approach by using convo-

lutional weights from the darknet53 model pre-trained on ImageNet. Those

weights were calculated by the original authors for darknet framework to clas-

sify images for the 1000-class ImageNet challenge2. Pre-trained weights are

useful in reducing training times when there are features common between the

source (database on which YOLO was originally trained) and target (our cus-

tom) datasets (Sharif Razavian et al. 2014, Kimura et al. 2020). Car, bicycle

and pedestrian objects featuring in both datasets reduce the number of epochs

required to minimize the loss function.

2Available from https://pjreddie.com/darknet/yolo/
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The training configuration file was altered so that the dimensions of the

output layer (fully connected layer) can detect objects from eight classes (Five

mobility aids, person, car and bicycle). Furthermore, training parameters were

tuned to cater to the custom database and the number of classes in the training

set.

The Darknet neural network framework is used for training and testing

(Redmon & Farhadi 2018). The CNN is trained on full images with no hard

negative mining, that is, without explicitly creating negative examples out

of falsely detected patches. Hard negative mining involves adding negative

samples to the training set to retrain the classifier, which may help reduce the

number of false positives (Jin et al. 2018).

Both YOLOv2 and YOLOv3 are trained on the same dataset and evaluated

for detecting mobility aids in test images. Their performance is also compared

to determine a better performing network for our particular application. The

average precision and recall are calculated using formulae for N multi-class

problem (Sokolova & Lapalme 2009), as,

Average Precision =

N∑
i=0

tpi

N∑
i=0

(tpi + fpi)

(5.2)

Average Recall =

N∑
i=0

tpi

N∑
i=0

(tpi + fni)

(5.3)

where tp is true positive, tn is true negative and fp stands for false positive.

The network was trained for 97147 batches (at a learning rate of 0.001), and

weights were saved after every 10000 iterations. The batch size was set to

64 images, and training images were processed for 100000 iterations with two

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti graphics cards. Appendix C shows a screenshot

at the end of the YOLO’s training phase.

5.3 Results

The trained network is tested on test images specified in Table 5.1 and on

surveillance videos with people using mobility aids. These videos are part

of our custom-built dataset that was collected locally. An example of the

detection outcome for a video frame is shown in the Figure 5.4. Detection

results from videos are shown in Figure 5.5. Processing time is also recorded
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for a collection of short video clips, and experiments revealed that it depends

on the number of objects detected in a given frame. Table 5.2 lists processing

speeds (FPS) and times for some short videos. Later on, we processed 121

test videos from our videos dataset (section 3.2) with the CNN detector and

observed that the detection system is stable over the long term and processing

times are precise.

(a) Frame 7308 of a test video (b) Prediction outcome data

Figure 5.4: System testing example

Figure 5.5: Correct mobility aids detection in test videos

The IOU metric, defined by Equation 2.1, has been used to measure the

localization accuracy of the mobility aid detector on test images. Following

the recommendations by Dollar et al. (2012) and Enzweiler & Gavrila (2008),
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Table 5.2: CNN processing times on test videos

objects per frames processing processing

frame tested speed (FPS) time (ms)

1-2 570 22.80 43.86

2-3 900 22.50 44.44

4-5 390 19.50 51.28

6-7 2071 15.34 65.19

we set a cut-off value of 0.5 for the IOU overlap score. That is, an overlap of

bounding boxes resulting in an IOU score of 0.5 and above is considered a hit,

otherwise it is a miss. We did not have the chance to explore the IOU values

further to find the best IOU cut-off score specifically for our dataset as it was

beyond our scope and time.

The confusion matrix summarizing the detection result using IOU is pro-

vided in Table 5.4. Entries in ‘Others’ row refer to objects not belonging to

any of the eight classes in our datasets but classified as one of the mobility

aids, person, car and bicycle. These objects are incorrectly classified because

of their appearance, similar to those in the training database.

YOLO v2 and v3 are trained and tested on the same datasets (see Table 5.1

and section 3.1 for performance comparison). Table 5.3 shows the average

precision and recall values for YOLOv2 and YOLOv3.

Table 5.3: YOLOv2 versus YOLOv3 performance comparison

YOLO Precision Recall F1 Score

Version 2 0.81 0.86 0.83

Version 3 0.89 0.92 0.90

Results in Table 5.4 show a satisfactory detection performance implying

that mobility aids can be detected from surveillance videos using a CNN.

Table 5.3 show that YOLO version 3 performs slightly better than version 2.

Therefore, the mobility aid detector is built using YOLO’s version 3, and it

serves as the first step towards solving the problem of recognising disabled

pedestrians. The next chapter will focus on the output of the mobility aid

detector, and tracking and data association to count the mobility aid users.
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Chapter 6

Counting Mobility Aids in

Surveillance Videos

In this chapter, we focus on counting mobility aid users by combining results

from the mobility aid detector with a tracker, a data association step and a

counting module. Because the counting module is dependent on the detection

outcome, the accuracy of the counts is indirectly dependant on detection accu-

racy. At this stage, detections of distractors (cars and bicycle) are discarded,

and only mobility aids and pedestrians are taken into account. This is because

we are not interested in counting cars and bicycles in the scene, however, the

system can be upgraded to include those as part of any future work.

The counting module reads the detector output and initialises a track for

each object that was detected by the system. This chapter covers the imple-

mentation of Kalman filter, an enhanced SORT data association system and

our proposed counting module using the idea of coupling reliable mobility aid

detections with pedestrians. The results are obtained by evaluating the entire

system (detection and counting) on the test videos listed in section 3.2 and are

an extension of the experiments performed/presented in chapter 5. A flowchart

of this module is shown in purple and red colours in Figure 5.1, and step-wise

implementation is shown in Algorithm 1. The following sections explain the

individual steps of tracking, data association and counting steps in detail.

6.1 Multi-Object Tracking and Data Associa-

tion

SORT (Bewley et al. 2016) algorithm is capable of performing real-time multi-

object tracking and data association in one step given the detection data. It

uses a Kalman filter for tracking detected objects while data association man-

ages object status and properties over time. An in-house implementation of
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Algorithm 1: Implementation of the proposed system
Result: Mobility Aids Count, Person Count, Detection and Pairing timelines

Run 8-Class YOLOv3 detector on test video

Set minAge, minVisibleCount and invisibleForTooLong;

Initialise pedestrian and mobility aid counters;

Load Detection Data;

for All frames do
Read detection details;

if Tracks Exist then
Predict new locations of the tracks;

Separate mobility aids and person tracks;

Detection to track assignment;

Update assigned tracks;

Update unassigned tracks;

if (age<minAge and visibility<0.5) or (invisible count >

invisibleForTooLong) then
Track is lost;

end

else
Initialise a new track for each object;

end

for All tracks do

if Visible Count ≥ minVisibleCount then
Track is reliable;

Add IDs of reliable objects to ID bank;

Calculate overlap score (IOU) of person and mobility aid bounding

boxes
end

end

Create pair(s) of person and mobility aid based on IOU score;

Update records in pair database;

Extract reliable pairs;

Count reliable tracks and reliable pairs;

end

SORT was created that included improvements in the data association algo-

rithm by replacing the IOU based cost function with the “distance between

active objects” based cost matrix to catch objects undergoing acceleration.

The implemented data association makes use of the object type flag and pre-

vents an identity type switch across multiple classes during the detection to

track assignment. The identity switch may occur within the class, but that

does not affect the overall count. Since overall counts are required as out-

put and we do not care about the identity switch within the class, therefore,

the implemented modified version is preferred over deepSORT (Wojke et al.

2017). deepSORT is an improved version of SORT and has a complicated

data association step employing a CNN pre-trained on the pedestrian class to
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reduce identity switches. The enhanced version is also limited to tracking sin-

gle class objects, namely pedestrians only, which is unsuitable for the present

application.

6.1.1 Object Tracker and Motion Model

The first step in setting up the object tracker is to define the state of moving

objects and a motion model to propagate an object’s identity into the next

frame. The state of each object is defined as:

x = [x, y, s, r, ẋ, ẏ, ṡ] (6.1)

where (x, y) is the centre of the bounding box enclosing an object and express

its spatial position. T variables s and r are the area and the aspect ratio of the

bounding box, respectively. The area (s) is essential when an object is either

approaching or moving away from the camera. In both cases, the size of the

moving object changes and the tracking filter adapts to the changing size. The

aspect ratio represents the type of the object being tracked. For example, a

pedestrian is contained in a standing bounding box whereas a square-shaped

bounding box can enclose a wheelchair or a walking frame.

The Kalman filter (Kalman 1960) has been incorporated to predict the

location and size of targets in the next frame, which are then associated with

detections from the CNN. The Kalman filter is a recursive two-stage filter, and

it performs a predicting step and an update step at each iteration. The first

step predicts the current location of a moving object using equations of motion

and its previous location (see Equation 6.2). The update step combines the

measurement about the object’s current location (if available), zt, with the

predicted location, x̂t, to estimate the current location (CNN detection) of the

object, xt. The equations governing the Kalman filter are listed in Table 6.1.

In this project, a linear constant velocity model is defined that is inde-

pendent of other objects and camera motion. As we are dealing with very

slow-moving objects, likely a few pixels at most per frame, one might expect

the simplest linear prediction model to work well. However, the motion model

can approximate the inter-frame displacements of the tracked objects. In ad-

dition, the motion tracker based on the Kalman filter is adaptive to speed

changes, and it can handle the accelerating objects by adjusting the Kalman

gain during the correction/update step. The state transition equation is given
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Table 6.1: Kalman Filter Equations

Prediction Stage

Prediction of state: x̂t = Ftx̂t−1 + Btut

Covariance estimation: Pt = FtPtF
T
t + Qt

Update Stage

Innovation or measurement residual: ỹt = zt −Htx̂t

Innovation (or residual) covariance: St = HtPtH
T
t + Rt

Optimal Kalman gain: Kt = PtH
T
t S−1

t

Updated (a posteriori) state estimate: x̂t|t = x̂t + Ktỹt

Updated (a posteriori) estimate covariance: Pt|t = (I −KtHt)Pt

by, 

xt

yt

st

rt

ẋt

ẏt

ṡt


=



1 0 0 0 ∆t 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 ∆t 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 ∆t

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1





xt−1

yt−1

st−1

rt−1

ẋt−1

ẏt−1

ṡt−1


or xt = F xt−1 (6.2)

∆t is the duration between two successive frames in a video and set to 1 frame

(i.e., ∆t = 1). The tracker therefore estimates the velocity of moving objects

in units of pixels/frame. However, the system can determine counting results

and detection timelines using the standard SI unit of time (seconds). Here F

is the state transition matrix that specifies how the system goes from one state

to the next, and it estimates the current state vector xt from the previous state

vector xt−1 without using the measurement data zt. In Table 6.1, B and u are

control-input parameters and are applicable when systems have an (external)

input. These are set to zero following a common object tracker design practice.

The measurement vector zt is calculated from the output of the detection

system designed in Chapter 5 by,

zt =

[
x, y, width× height, width

height

]T
(6.3)

where (x, y) is the centre of the bounding box and the width and height

specify the size of the detected object. The last two elements in zt are the

area (s) and the aspect ratio (r) of the detected object. If a target is not

detected in subsequent frames, tracker predicts the subsequent state using
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the motion model without correction. H maps the state vector, xt, to the

measurement vector, zt. The variables x, y, s and r are mapped straight from

zt to xt, whereas the derivative variables are not included in this mapping

because those are not directly measured but calculated after the update step.

The measurement matrix is therefore,

H =


1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

 (6.4)

The estimate covariance matrix P is the estimated accuracy of xt at time

t and the filter regulates its value over time. If exact values for state variables

are known at the start-up, then P is initialised as a zero matrix. Because

the initial position and velocities of objects are unknown, P is initialised as a

diagonal matrix with large values due to high uncertainty in the unobservable

initial velocities.

P = 10×



1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1000 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1000 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1000


(6.5)

The process noise matrix Q is the deviation of the input signal from the

“ideal” transitions defined by the transition matrix F. Large values in this

matrix imply that the input signal has a high variance, and the filter needs to

be extra adaptable and vice versa. In practice, Q can be tricky to define and

may require fine-tuning. Here Q is taken as,

Q =



1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0001


(6.6)

The measurement noise matrix R depends on the accuracy of the mobility

aid detector, which can be estimated experimentally. Small values in R show

optimism about the detector’s performance with detections considered accu-

rate. In such cases, the predicted signal mimics the observed signal. On the
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other hand, large values in R show lack of confidence in the accuracy of the

detector (or measurements), so additional smoothing is required. R is defined

by,

R =


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 10 0

0 0 0 10

 (6.7)

In the update stage, the difference between the predicted and measured

states, ỹt, is calculated along with the Kalman gain matrix, K, which is the

relative weight allocated to predicted and measured states. Lastly, the state

vector xt and its error covariance Pt are updated with the measured state

using the update equations given in Table 6.1.

The KalmanFilter class in Python’s FilterPy library can initialise the sys-

tem variables with default values along with the freedom to define those vari-

ables explicitly. The FilterPy module also contains subroutines to perform

most of the prediction and update steps to update system variables. During

the implementation of the Kalman filter, it has been assumed all errors/noise

are statistically independent and Gaussian distributed.

6.1.2 Object Attributes

The term ‘Object’ is used throughout the remaining section and following

chapters to refer to the objects listed in Table 5.4. For each object detected by

the mobility aid detector, a class with name ‘tracks’ is initialised and whose

member variables are explained in the following:

1. id: The id is a unique numeric identifier assigned to each detected object

in the order of their detection. Its value can range from 1 to the number

of objects appearing in the test video.

2. type: Name of the detected object which can include a wheelchair,

crutch, walking frame, walking stick, mobility scooter, car, person and

bicycle. The name label helps in the data association part where an ob-

ject in the current frame can only be associated with that of same type

in the next frame. It is also handy when creating pairs of pedestrians

and mobility aids as detailed in Subsection 6.2.1 below. Furthermore,

the name field helps in breaking down the total count into counts for

each sub-category.

3. bbox: This variable contains the location (centre) and size (width and

height) of the detected object. Their values may change depending on

the velocity of the moving object.
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4. centre: The centroid of the detected object is calculated from values in

bbox field and required by the Kalman filter to perform tracking.

5. KF: The KF is a programming class that contains the configuration and

values required to implement a Kalman filter based tracker associated

with each object. The state of these variables is updated with time as

the prediction and update steps occur.

6. age: The age of each detected object refers to the number of consecutive

frames an object was detected or predicted. The age counter starts when

an object enters the scene (first detection) and keeps incrementing until

it leaves the scene. The age indicates the reliability of detections which

is important to identify the reliable tracks and reliable pairs of mobility

aids and person as explained in Subsection 6.2.1 below.

7. totalVisibleCount denotes the number of frames the mobility aid de-

tector picked up an object during the object’s lifetime. This parameter

is useful for filtering out noise (unwanted detections), and setting up a

visible count criteria for a reliable track to have at least ten detections

ie.,

totalVisibleCount ≥ 10. (6.8)

We also define,

visibilty =
totalVisibleCount

age
, (6.9)

to compute the fraction of the tracks’ age for which the object was visible.

visibilty ≥ 0.5 (6.10)

If the visibility (Equation 6.10) falls below a certain threshold (0.5), the

track is deleted.

8. consecutiveInvisibleCount This variable refers to the duration (in

frames) for which the mobility aid detector fails to detect the object.

During that time, the object is considered ‘invisible’. This parameter is

useful to know if the object has left the scene by calculating,

consecutiveInvisibleCount > Invisible for too long (= 3s). (6.11)

This parameter, along with totalVisibleCount helps to identify and filter

out short-lived (thus unwanted) detections.

6.1.3 Creation and Deletion of Tracks

When objects enter and leave the scene, unique identities need to be generated

or removed subsequently. A newly detected object is regarded as an untracked
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target and assigned with a unique ID, a bounding box and its velocity is

set to zero. Since the velocity is unknown for new detections, large values

are assigned to the covariance of the velocity component to reflect ambiguity.

This new tracker is then added to the system for a probationary period before

being associated with detections that require enough evidence (Eqs. 6.8 and

6.10) to restrict tracking of false positives.

The detector fails to detect objects when they leave or disappear from the

scene, therefore, the corresponding track is terminated if no measurement is

received from the mobility aid detector after T × FPS frames. The deletion

limits the number of trackers and localisation errors caused by predictions over

a long duration without any update from the detector. The value of T decides

when a track is to be deleted from the system’s memory after the object has

been invisible for too long or gone undetected. This usually occurs when an

object has left the scene or occluded for long periods. A small value of T results

in tracks being deleted and a fresh one created if the object is re-detected, thus

inflating the counting stats. The value of T is application dependent and relies

on the end user’s choice to count mobility aids multiple times or not. We did

several trials of automated counting with values of T ranging from 1 to 5 and

found that 3 is an adequate choice. In our experiments, T is set to 3 seconds

allowing the detector an adequate time to re-identify the object if it undergoes

occlusion. A re-identified object is later associated with the prediction of the

same tracker as explained in Subsection 6.1.4. Should an object reappear after

T seconds, tracking is resumed under a new identity.

6.1.4 Detection to Track Assignment

An object’s gate is defined as the circular region of radius R centred at the

object’s centroid (x, y). Here R is the maximum distance (in pixels) an object

can move from one frame to the next frame. Should an object be re-detected

in the subsequent frame, it must appear inside its own gate region. The Eu-

clidean distance is computed between an object’s predicted location and all

the detected objects inside the object’s gate region in question. The cost (C)

and weight (W) matrices are needed to associate detections with the existing

tracks, and are calculated as,

C(i, j) =

√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 , (6.12)

W (i, j) = 1− 1

max(C) + h
× C(i, j) , (6.13)

where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,M with M the number of tracks and j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N

with N the number of CNN detections. Here h = 0.1 is added to the denomi-

nator term to avoid division by zero.
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In each frame, linking the set of detections to existing tracks leads to an

assignment problem that is solved using the Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn 1955)

so that the total cost of the assignment is minimized. The Hungarian algo-

rithm’s cost matrix is based on the distance between centroids of detections

and tracks, and the type of object (pedestrian and mobility aid). When an-

other object in the scene occludes a target, detection can only identify the

occluder and updates its dynamic motion model. In contrast, the occluded

object remains unaffected, unassigned and predicted according to its motion

history.

6.2 Estimation of Disabled People

6.2.1 Coupling Mobility Aids and Pedestrians

The interest in linking mobility aids and pedestrians is to locate disabled

pedestrians with the assumption that coupled objects move with the same

speed and direction, and that, their object IDs (tags) do not change over time.

Each mobility aid is paired with its nearest pedestrian within a gated area, and

information is recorded in the database of pairs until the track for mobility aid

is deleted. Multiple pedestrians can appear close to a mobility aid and vice

versa, causing a cost minimisation and linear assignment problem. The optimal

solution of this problem is obtained using the Hungarian algorithm on a cost

matrix calculated from the measure of overlap (IOU) between pedestrians and

mobility aids. During the video sequence, it is probable that a mobility aid

is assigned to more than one pedestrian and vice versa. We define “hits” as

the number of times (frames) the system couples a certain pair of mobility aid

with a pedestrian. All paired instances are totalled at the end of the track,

and the pair with the most hits qualifies as a reliable pair.

Table 6.2 shows a list of all pairs created during an example video sequence.

In cases where the mobility aid is paired with multiple pedestrians, a reliable

pair is determined by the most hits (highlighted in pink colour). The number

of reliable pairs gives mobility aid count while pedestrians’ total is estimated

by adding up the number of reliable tracks with ‘person’ label. In an example

shown in Table 6.2, there were 11 people detected of which six use mobility

aids.

6.3 Results

The performance of the proposed system was evaluated on 126 video sequences

(combined length of 328 minutes) of varying lengths and resolutions as sum-
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Table 6.2: Reliable pairs example

Aid Type Aid ID Person ID Hits

wheelchair 7 2 64

wheelchair 7 3 53

wheelchair 7 8 16

wheelchair 37 33 65

wheelchair 55 34 29

wheelchair 55 44 94

wheelchair 55 51 3

wheelchair 66 62 198

wheelchair 66 60 34

wheelchair 66 64 31

crutch 77 64 95

wheelchair 80 70 198

marised in Table 6.3. Test videos were recorded and captured from various

locations (university, public car-park, city centre, shopping mall). Some were

staged to increase counts of mobility aid usage, whereas some are not. Each

video was visually inspected for pedestrians, and mobility aids count, and stats

were recorded. This manual count is the total number of objects that appeared

in the entire video while the system count is defined as the number of objects

counted by the algorithm. The aim was to measure the accuracy and counting

abilities of the tracking module compared against the human count on the

same set of videos.

To measure the effectiveness of the software on individual videos, we define

the following parameters

• Cm: Manual Count (human count)

• Cs: System Count (Using proposed system)

• Hits/Correctly Identified by the system,

H = min(Cs, Cm) (6.14)

• False Alarm/Incorrectly Identified by the system,

F = max(0, Cs − Cm) (6.15)

• Miss/Incorrectly Rejected,

M = max(0, Cm − Cs) (6.16)
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Table 6.3: Test video information (number of videos collected)

Location Location Location Location Location

Resolution 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1920× 1080 13 84 15 1 113

1280× 720 3 3

768× 576 1 1

720× 480 2 2

618× 464 1 1

616× 462 2 2

474× 356 1 1

387× 288 2 2

352× 288 1 1

Total 13 84 22 2 5 126

Values of the above indicators for all test videos were stacked and combined

to estimate the overall performance and quality of the system in terms of,

Counting Accuracy (%) =
min(Cm, Cs)

max(Cm, Cs)
× 100% (6.17)

Hit Fraction (%) =
H

Cm

× 100% (6.18)

Precision (%) =
H

H + F
× 100% (6.19)

The overall results for pedestrians and mobility aids counting given in

Fig 6.1 and Table 6.4 show that automated counts are 94% accurate, score 85%

hit rate and 91% precision when compared against manual counts. Mobility

aids count was further broken down by the type of mobility aid (see Table 6.4)

and video resolution (see Figure 6.2). Automated counting results are encour-

aging and demonstrate the effectiveness of the pairing strategy employed in

the counting stage.

In a separate set of experiments, we recorded improvements in the count-

ing accuracy by comparing the automated counts reported by systems with

the original SORT and our proposed counting method. Table 6.5 shows the

comparison of automated counts.

The counting module is developed in Python using opencv, numpy, and

filterpy libraries. In order to integrate detection, counting and reporting mod-

ules, a Python script with a user interface (using PyQt) was set up. The system

prompts the user to select an input video file and destination folder where the

results will be saved. In the background, the system invokes a shell command

to run the mobility aid detector and passes the control over to later modules

(tracking, data association and counting) followed by a reporting step. The
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Figure 6.1: System vs Manual Counting

Table 6.4: Counting stats breakdown by mobility aid type

Type of Object Manual Count System Count Accuracy Hit Fraction Precision

Pedestrians 2636 2488 94% 86% 91%

Mobility Aids 149 127 85% 72% 85%

Wheelchair 64 73 88% 73% 64%

Crutch 19 3 16% 11% 67%

W.Frame 5 1 20% 20% 100%

W.Stick 48 35 73% 50% 69%

M.Scooter 13 15 87% 85% 73%

Total 2785 2615 94% 85% 91%

system displays counting results live on top of the video frame and dynamically

updates after an object enters or leaves the scene. A snapshot from the output

video is shown in Figure 6.3. The pedestrians count at the top of Figure 6.3

includes healthy pedestrians and people using mobility aids.
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Figure 6.2: Counting Accuracy at different video resolutions

Table 6.5: Comparison of automated counts with original and enhanced SORT

tracker

Location Manual System Count Proposed Accuracy Accuracy)

Count (with SORT) System Count with SORT (Proposed System)

Location 1 353 779 388 56% 82%

Location 2 173 212 156 76% 86%

Location 3 275 435 195 66% 71%

Location 5 377 698 243 56% 64%

Total 1178 2126 982 61% 74%

Figure 6.3: Detector screen with dynamic counters at the top
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6.3.1 Correct Detections

The test videos covered a range of scenarios, including crowded scenes, occlu-

sion, indoor, outdoor, sunny, cloudy, front-on view, side-on view, varying video

resolution and distance from the camera. Detection and counting outcomes

from various test videos are shown in Figures 6.4,6.5,6.6,6.7,6.8,6.9 and 6.10.

(a) Frame 1139

(b) Frame 5360
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(c) Frame 6043

(d) Frame 6962

Figure 6.4: A busy outdoor public place on a cloudy day. Multiple occlusions.

Video resolution is 1080p.
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(a) Frame 37

(b) Frame 80

(c) Frame 187

Figure 6.5: An indoor meeting place (Partial Occlusion). Video resolution is

720p.
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(a) Frame 255

(b) Frame 324

(c) Frame 451

Figure 6.6: An outdoor surveillance view on a sunny day. Side-on view. Video

resolution is 1080p.
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(a) Frame 17

(b) Frame 93

(c) Frame 248

Figure 6.7: An outdoor surveillance view on a sunny day. Wheelchair user with

partial occlusions is moving away from camera. Video resolution is 1080p.
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(a) Frame 271

(b) Frame 436

(c) Frame 537

Figure 6.8: A walking stick user in an outdoor surveillance view. Video reso-

lution is 1080p.
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(a) Frame 90

(b) Frame 144

(c) Frame 225

Figure 6.9: A walking stick user in an outdoor surveillance view. Front-on

view. Video resolution is 1080p.
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(a) Frame 200

(b) Frame 785

(c) Frame 1582
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(d) Frame 4335

(e) Frame 4443

Figure 6.10: An outdoor surveillance view on a cloudy day. Video resolution

is 1080p.

6.3.2 Failures

Our system is not perfect, and there were cases when the system failed to iden-

tify a mobility aid or mixed it up with another object having an appearance

similar to mobility aids. Some examples are shown in Figures 6.11,6.12,6.13,6.14

and 6.15. In Figure 6.11, the system detects a Mannequin as a real person

standing on the roadside and classifies a bicycle as a wheelchair. The system

also missed a walking stick linked with the pedestrian in bounding box 222.

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 contain yellow prediction boxes for walking sticks, but

those are false positives. A possible explanation is that thin vertical shapes

such as an umbrella or pole confuse the system because they have features

common with a walking stick. Similarly, the system incorrectly classified a

baby stroller as a wheelchair since these objects have design similarities. In
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Figure 6.15, a walking stick in the same colour as the pedestrian’s clothes ap-

pears on the rear side of the walker. The mobility aid is mostly occluded, and

it is only visible for a short duration during the walk cycle.

Figure 6.11: A false positive (green box) and failure in detecting mobility aids

(boxes 222 and 249).

Figure 6.12: An umbrella identified as a walking stick.
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Figure 6.13: A vertical shape (Tape) detected as a walking stick.

Figure 6.14: A stroller detected as a mobility scooter.

Figure 6.15: A partially occluded walking stick is not detected.



Chapter 7

Discussion

In this chapter, analysis and discussion of the results of Chapters 5 and 6 is

presented. Some technical problems faced during this study are also listed

with identification of their cause and possible solutions.

7.1 Detection System

YOLO was trained on a specially constructed custom database, and it shows

good performance in picking mobility aids from outdoor surveillance videos

(see subsection 6.3.1). An accuracy of 92% on test images is encouraging given

that no similar system exists (as per the literature review, see Chapter 2) to

calibrate the performance. Most test images/video frames had objects from

multiple classes in it, and YOLOv3 was able to detect all sorts of mobility aids

along with the pedestrians using them.

Quantity of the training image data is important to yield statistically mean-

ingful results. Therefore, we gathered hundreds of training images for each

category to build a reliable detection system. The ‘total’ column in Table 5.4

shows that the ‘person’ class has got the most number of samples (1478) among

all classes in the mobility aid detector. During the dataset formation stage, 7%

of the image dataset’s total images comprised person images (see Table 5.1).

However, the image labelling exercise revealed that pedestrian bounding boxes

make up 51% of the total samples in the image dataset (see Tables 3.1 and

7.1). The high percentage of pedestrian appearances in the image dataset is

due to the following two reasons:

• The images collected for person class often had multiple samples (people)

in them, as opposed to most images for mobility aid classes, which had

only one sample.

• Apart from the INRIA pedestrian dataset, pedestrians often appear in

mobility aid images, thus increasing the sample size for the pedestrian

class.
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The class imbalance reflects the real-world scenarios where pedestrians are

frequently sighted on public places while mobility aid users seldom appear.

During the training phase, the class imbalance was avoided by limiting pedes-

trian images to the INRIA person dataset and ignoring images from ImageNet.

Table 7.1: Portion of images and samples of person class in the main dataset

No. of Images No. of Samples

Person Class 419 8209

Image Dataset 5819 16181

Percentage 7% 51%

False detections of the person class (see Table 5.4) are higher than false

detections for other classes because the mobility aid user often appears over-

lapped with the mobility aid and vice versa. For example, an image with a

wheelchair person has two objects; wheelchair and a person. Their annotation

is two overlapped ground truth boxes with human legs and torso appearing in

both bounding boxes. In case of significant overlap (IOU>0.5), the CNN can

report false detections at the classification stage. Such false detections may

indicate disabled pedestrians since they appear too close to the mobility aid.

Training on mobility aid images without a person may not work since classi-

fier is not trained on a realistic depiction of real-world scenarios. Therefore,

our dataset is designed to contain images of mobility aids with and without a

person.

There are plenty of wheelchair images available in the ImageNet database,

and they make 30% of the total mobility aid images, thus outnumbering images

of other individual classes. A pilot study (Burdett 2015) to manually count

visible mobility aids at different parts of the Hamilton City revealed that

wheelchairs (powered, manual and assisted) make up 34% of total mobility aid

counts. The portion of wheelchair images in the image dataset agrees with

that observed in Hamilton. Despite the focus on the wheelchair class, we can

not rule out that there is a class imbalance for wheelchair versus other classes.

Few false detections caused by the objects having structures similar to those

in our training dataset are shown in Figure 7.1. The yellow box with crutch

prediction (in the lower right image) contains a vertical shaped structure with

features that appear common in crutches. These false positives expose the

imperfections in CNN based detection, but this is not a problem in our case as

the proposed system is smart enough to discard falsely detected mobility aids

later at the counting stage. During the counting stage, the falsely detected
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mobility aids are not associated with a person in the scene, thus do not qualify

as a reliable pair. They are therefore correctly not counted.

We believe that the actual frames per second (FPS) could be higher as

YOLO run-time parameters were not fully optimised. Our original work was

based on retraining YOLO’s version 2 for detecting mobility aids, but during

experiments, YOLOv3 was released, so we upgraded the system’s current state

to version 3. Results in Table 5.3 show that version 3 performs slightly better

than version 2.

The current object detectors RCNN (Girshick et al. 2015), Faster RCNN

(Ren et al. 2015), YOLO (Redmon & Farhadi 2018), and SSD (Liu et al. 2016)

have demonstrated notable performances, and it is hard to choose one without

hit and trial given the custom dataset. YOLO was picked as it was the fastest

object detector when this study was carried out and had accuracy comparable

with modern object detectors. We believe that a different object detector may

give superior performance when trained on the same dataset. The number of

false detections can be reduced, and counting accuracy may improve.

Figure 7.1: Incorrect Detections

7.2 Data Association and Counting System

The system is able to identify disabled pedestrians by detecting mobility aids

from a range of different surveillance videos as shown in Subsection 6.3.1.

The solution works for indoor and outdoor surveillance videos independent of

camera viewing angle, weather conditions (sunny and cloudy) and time of the

day. In the data association part, the detected objects’ movement patterns
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are analysed over time to form pairs with a mobility aid and a person. The

algorithm can handle multi-class, multi-object tracking and data association

problem. The default implementation of SORT algorithm uses the IOU metric

to calculate the cost and weight matrices (Section 6.1.4). The accelerating

objects often appear distant from their bounding boxes in the previous frame,

resulting in a low IOU score between their previous and current bounding

boxes. Therefore, accelerating objects are often not assigned to their tracks

at the data association stage. Any unassigned detection is perceived as a new

object entering the scene assigned with a fresh track, and thus the object count

is incremented, resulting in surplus counts. The surplus count problem was

solved by incorporating the distance feature to calculate the cost and weight

matrices (Equations 6.12 and 6.13). This improvement in detection to track

assignment empowers the system to handle accelerating objects and avoids

assigning multiple identities to one object.

The counting module, especially with pairing approach, is robust and

avoids over-counts due to identity switches and partial occlusions. Results

in Table 6.4 demonstrate that the system has satisfactory performance when

evaluated on outdoor surveillance videos, and an important step towards devel-

oping a similar system. Below we discuss the performance of the tracking, data

association and counting modules, and factors affecting their performance.

Tracking and data association is responsible for retaining the object’s iden-

tity until it leaves the scene. The assignment cost matrix has a crucial role in

assigning the detections to actual tracks. IOU based cost matrix by Bewley

et al. (2016) was initially tested, but results were significantly different from

the ground truth. This failure is attributed to occlusions and rapid acceler-

ation of objects in the scene, creating new IDs for pre-existing targets and

inflating the counting figures. One fix is to replace IOU with the distance

between centroids feature and applying a cut-off distance value to reject can-

didates far away from the object of interest. This may result in identity switch

in some cases, but the overall count is not affected as displayed in Table 6.4.

False Positives occurred due to the uncontrolled cluttered outdoor environ-

ment (see Figures 6.11 and 6.14). The tracking algorithm can partially correct

the detection failures and momentary loss of detected objects. Detection and

counting accuracy is highly dependent on the detection algorithm, and these

algorithms are not perfect. Data association and counting modules do not

see mobility aids in isolation, and a corresponding reliable pair must exist to

validate the detection. A reliable pair comprises a pedestrian and a mobility

aid sharing a common velocity based on the fact that disabled pedestrians and

their mobility aids lie nearby and have the same motion vector. In most cases,

an object incorrectly identified as a mobility aid, will not lie close to the same
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pedestrian throughout the scene and will have a different motion signature.

Therefore, it will not be falsely counted. A solid counting accuracy of 94%

and 91% precision show great confidence in system performance. We believe

that the following reasons are responsible for the 6% of counting error,

• Occlusion in general and occlusion of sticks/crutches in particular. In

some cases, the system fails to detect a stick/crutch from videos with

the side-on view when mobility aid happens to be occluded on the rear

side of the person (see Figure 6.15). However, the same mobility aid is

detected when exposed to the camera from the same pedestrian’s front

side.

• The shape of crutch and stick are very much alike, and therefore, the sys-

tem confuses one with the other. It does not affect the final counts as the

aim was to correctly detect a mobility aid of any type and determining

the exact kind of mobility aid was not a design goal.

• Crutch/Stick appears like the human leg’s shape, especially like a slim

person in the standing pose. On some occasions, the detection system in-

correctly identifies vertical lines or shapes as a crutch/stick (for example

Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 7.1).

• Similar structures in a wheelchair, walking frame and mobility scooter,

cause inaccuracies in detection types.

• Imperfections in CNN based object detection algorithms can introduce

under-counts and over-counts. Under-counts are the result of total failure

in detecting a particular object. On the other hand, the over-counts are

due to the system’s inability to identify the same object in intermediate

frames. Overcounts often involve an object being assigned with multiple

IDs and tracked several times before leaving the scene.

• The camera view can impact the performance of a detector. Our exper-

iments show that side on view provides better results than the front on

view.

• Low-resolution videos (below 720p) can cause detection errors due to the

loss of visual information required for characterising an object. This is

because low-resolution images tend to capture objects with fewer pix-

els resulting in loss of information at the pixel level. The same is true

for objects appearing in small sizes in high-resolution videos. Therefore,

running the detection algorithm on too small objects may not give desir-

able results. We observed that the detection accuracy is affected by the
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low resolution (see Figure 6.2). In our experiments, Location 3 and 5 had

low-resolution videos, and we noticed a drop in the detection accuracy.

• The manual count is not truly correct as different people report differ-

ent counts for densely populated videos. During the manual counting

experiments, a test video was counted by two people, and both reported

different counts. Three rounds of manual counting were carried out,

and the final count was determined by averaging the values obtained in

three rounds. Table 7.2 shows a 15% difference between the number of

pedestrians counted by two different people analysing a five minutes long

video.

Table 7.2: Manual counting of pedestrians in a crowded video by two different

observers

Person 1 Person 2

Round 1 276 315

Round 2 287 309

Round 3 275 335

Average 279 320

• Absence of appearance features in the tracker’s motion model causes

identity switches within the class. An improved tracker may enhance

performance, but dealing with tracking issues is considered outside the

scope of this thesis.

The performance comparison of the proposed and SORT based counting

systems showed that the proposed method has a better counting accuracy

than SORT (Table 6.5). SORT often inflates the total object count by issuing

multiple new IDs for the same accelerating object. The SORT users have

reported the inflated counting issue on the GitHub webpage1 2. Our tracking

strategy based on a combination of object gate, Euclidean distance metric

and object class avoids creating unwanted object IDs. The advantage of using

object class information in the cost matrix is that it prevents the assignment

of objects from across the different classes at the data association stage and

empowers the system to perform multi-class tracking. Performance comparison

results from Location 4 are not reported in Table 6.5 as test videos are of

low resolution (see Table 6.3), and the SORT tracker compensates for false

1https://github.com/abewley/sort/issues/109
2https://github.com/abewley/sort/issues/137
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negatives by YOLO at the detection stage. In this case, the inflated counts by

SORT bring the system counts close to the manual result, which should have

been lower otherwise. Therefore, reporting such a result would be an unfair

comparison of SORT with the proposed system.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

This research aimed to detect and count mobility aids in surveillance videos.

Identifying disabled pedestrians in videos is difficult due to limited research

on this topic. Analysis of a person’s gait signal showed ample information

in the gait signal to differentiate between healthy and disabled pedestrians.

Investigating the stride length and velocity features revealed that the walker’s

leg’s gait signals show abnormality when extracted for a disabled person. The

automated gait recognition procedures are affected by the variation in envi-

ronmental constraints, viewing angle, occlusions, shadows, an imperfection in

foreground modelling, object segmentation and silhouette extraction. The au-

tomated procedure failed to recognise a disabled person from its gait due to

poor localisation by YOLO, incorrect segmentation and silhouette extraction

due to moving backgrounds and shadows.

We gathered 5819 images of five mobility aids (wheelchair, crutch, walk-

ing stick, walking frame and mobility scooter) to establish a database used

to develop a CNN-based solution for identifying mobility aids in images and

videos. Our self collected and labelled image dataset for mobility aid detection

is unique and has a sufficient number of training examples to cover variations

in viewing angles, shape and size of mobility aids. The dataset has proved

adequate for training a mobility aid detector with reliable accuracy. Counting

results indicate that the mobility aid detector was able to pick the majority of

mobility aids that appeared in the test videos.

We conclude that a CNN trained on images of mobility aids can detect mo-

bility aids in real-world videos with satisfactory performance. The successful

operation of the mobility aid detector on surveillance videos solves the detec-

tion part of the research problem. To design a mobility aid detector, YOLOv3

can be customised and trained on five mobility aid classes. The system suc-

cessfully detects all five mobility aids with an occasional mix-up of crutch/stick

and wheelchair/walking frame classes because of their similar build. The pro-

posed system reports 0.89 precision and 0.92 recall on test images, and it is

capable of detecting multiple objects in one image/frame.
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In this study, the data association algorithm (SORT) is enhanced to deal

with objects from multiple classes and tackle accelerating objects. The orig-

inalSORT algorithm only deals with single class objects. Using the distance

metric instead of IOU score to construct the cost matrix can improve theSORT

algorithm for tackling the accelerating objects.

A pairing strategy is also proposed to count disabled pedestrians by asso-

ciating a mobility aid with the nearest pedestrian. A pair of mobility aid and

a person who remained in each other’s proximity for most of their track’s age

is considered reliable. Only that can contribute towards the total counts for

disabled pedestrians. Results indicate a counting accuracy of 94%, consider-

ing that it is the first-ever system built for counting mobility aids. In addition

to counting mobility aids, counting success rate for pedestrians is 94% and

comparable to any existing pedestrian detection system.

8.1 Future Work

The current system is designed first to identify mobility aid and then associates

it with a person who uses it in most cases. It is a two-step process and involves

considerable work at the data association and counting stage. Training a

CNN (Ren et al. 2015, Redmon & Farhadi 2018) on images of mobility aid

users labelled as ‘disabled person’ might also solve the research problem of

detecting disabled pedestrians without a complicated counting module. Since

the mobility aids image dataset will be available after this study, the proposed

method can be explored. In this study, the final counting error depends on the

detection and counting errors. The new approach may reduce the error down

to detection errors only and can improve the counting accuracy. Figures 8.1

and 8.2 show a couple of database images used in this study and for proposed

future work respectively.

Manual extraction of human gait signal produced interesting gait signals

capturing legs movement. Although our automated approach could not ex-

tract the gait signal, human joints detection can significantly improve gait sig-

nal, leading to autonomous detection of disabled persons. CNN based human

pose estimation (Cao et al. 2018) has shown encouraging results in identifying

joint locations and connecting them to other body parts of the same person.

Such algorithms can predict confidence maps for body part detection and as-

sociating those together forming a skeleton. CNN based solutions are worth

exploring to solve problems that classical computer vision methods cannot due

to segmentation and shadow issues.
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Figure 8.1: Images labelled with mobility aid and person classes

Figure 8.2: Images labelled with ’disabled pedestrian’ class
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Appendix A

Manual Markings Example Data

Figure A.1: Manual Marking Data



Appendix B

Consent Form

Figure B.1: page 1
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Figure B.2: page 2



Appendix C

Simulation Screenshots



Appendix D

Access to the image data

We may plan to allow public access to the image dataset for academic purposes,

and a web link will be generated after the final thesis submission. Dataset will

only be accessible after approval from the school of Engineering, University

of Waikato. The availability of a labelled image dataset will allow researchers

to perform different experiments related to mobility aids, on a single training

and test set.
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